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The paper is devoted to the study of traveling waves in almost periodic structures
by applying dynamical system theory. Motivated by the fact that almost
automorphic dynamics often exists (though almost periodic dynamics may not) in
scalar almost periodic ODEs and parabolic PDEs, we introduce a definition of
almost automorphic traveling waves and investigate the existence of such traveling
waves in general almost periodic structures. In the author’s earlier work, a notion
of almost periodic traveling wave solution is introduced. Roughly, a solution is an
almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution if its propagating
profile and speed are almost automorphic (almost periodic) functions. Our basic
point of view is that traveling wave solutions are the limits of certain wave-like
solutions. We therefore study the existence of almost automorphic traveling wave
solutions through the long time behavior of wave-like solutions. We first investigate
the existence of wave-like solutions. Then by utilizing dynamical system theory, we
explore the ‘‘convergence’’ of wave-like solutions to alsmot automorphic (almost
periodic) traveling wave solutions. Besides, based on the arguments established in
the author’s earlier work on bistable equations, we show the stability, uniqueness,
and almost periodicity of almost automorphic traveling wave solutions in almost
periodic equations of multi-stable type. Applying the general theory developed in
the paper to almost periodic equations of KPP type, we show the existence of a
family of almost automorphic traveling waves under some conditions.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last 40 years or so, many of the concepts of dynamical systems
have been applied to the study of partial differential equations (see [10,
1215, 24, 26, 43, 44], etc.). In this paper, we shall consider traveling waves
in almost periodic parabolic equations by applying dynamical system
theory.
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These equations have the form
ut (x, t)=uxx(x, t)+ f (u(x, t), t), x # R, (1.1)
where f (u, t) is almost periodic in t uniformly with respect to u in bounded
sets of R (see Definition 2.1). We assume that the scalar ordinary differen-
tial equation
u* (t)= f (u(t), t) (1.2)
has two almost periodic solutions u=u f&(t) and u=u
f
+(t) with
u f&(t)<u
f
+(t) for t # R. Typical examples of such nonlinearity f are the
bistable type nonlinearity (e.g., f (u, t)=u(u&a)(1&u) for some a # (0, 1),
and u f&(t)=0, u
f
+(t)=1, see [41, 42] for general case), and the KPP type
nonlinearity (e.g., f (u, t)=u(1&u), and u f&(t)=0, u
f
+(t)=1, see Section 4
for more general case). Note that in general, (1.2) may have one or more
than one almost periodic solutions lying between u f&(t) and u
f
+(t).
Equation (1.1) arises in various applications. For instance, it may be
viewed as a model for population dynamics, gene developments, signal
propagation, etc. (see [3, 19, 22, 37, 49], etc.). The time almost periodic
dependence of f allows one to take into account general seasonal
variations.
The main objective of the paper is to develop a general approach to
study the existence of monotone traveling waves of (1.1) connecting u f&(t)
and u f+(t).
Traveling wave solutions of (1.1) have been widely studied when f is time
independent (see [3, 4, 11, 19, 20, 22, 28, 30, 36, 45], etc.). A solution
u(x, t) of (1.1) in this case is called a traveling wave solution connecting
u f\ (t) (u
f
&(t) and u
f
+(t) are necessarily time independent) if u(x, t)=
,(x+ct) for some constant c (called wave speed ) and some one variable
function ,(x) (called wave profile) with ,(\)#limx  \ ,(x)=u f\.
Due to the time independence of its profile, we call such a traveling wave
solution a time independent one. A variety of techniques have been
developed to study the existence of time independent traveling wave solu-
tions, for example, phase plane method, shooting method, homotopy
method, etc. Most of them are carried out in the moving coordinate.
When f is periodic in t, f (u, t+T)= f (u, t), a solution u(x, t) of (1.1) is
a periodic traveling wave solution connecting u f\ (t) (u
f
\ (t) are necessarily
periodic of period T ) if u(x, t)=,(x+ct, t) for some constant c (wave
speed ) and some two variable function ,(x, t) (wave profile) with
,(x, t+T )=,(x, t), ,(\, t)=u f\ (t). The existence of periodic traveling
wave solution with wave speed c may be shown through the fixed point of
the Poincare type map P, (Pu0)(x)=u(x&cT, T; u0 , f ), where u(x, t; u0 , f )
is the solution of (1.1) with u(x, 0; u0 , f )=u0(x) (see [1] for the bistable
type nonlinearity and [49] for the KPP type nonlinearity).
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In [41, 42], the author of the present paper studied traveling waves of
(1.1) when f is almost periodic and is of bistable type. A notion of almost
periodic traveling wave solutions is introduced, namely, a solution u(x, t)
of (1.1) is an almost periodic traveling wave solution connecting u f\ (t) if
u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t), where c$(t) (wave speed ) and ,(x, t) (wave profile)
are almost periodic in t uniformly with respect to x # R and ,(\, t)=
u f\ (t) uniformly in t # R (see [41], [42]). In studying such traveling wave
solutions, many difficulties arise since most techniques applied to time
independent and periodic traveling waves are no longer available.
A dynamical system type approach is developed in [41, 42] to study the
existence of almost periodic traveling wave solutions. The approach is
based on such a point of view that traveling wave solutions are the limits
of certain wave-like solutions. It consists of two main ingredients. One is to
prove the existence of a wave-like solution connecting u f\ (t), and the other
is to prove the convergence of a wave-like solution to an almost periodic
traveling wave solution. The former one is carried out by utilizing various
properties of parabolic equations, and the latter is carried out by constructing
a compact dynamical system on the limit set of the profile of the wave-like
solution and showing the compact dynamical system is almost periodic
minimal. Note that the idea to prove the existence of traveling wave
solutions through the limits of wave-like solutions was first introduced in
[11], and the dynamical system way (which is some kind essential in dealing
with nonautonomous equations) to realize the above idea was first
introduced in [42].
In this paper, we shall generalize the approach developed in [41, 42] to
study traveling waves in (1.1). We therefore first investigate the existence of
wave-like solutions and then study the convergence of wave-like solutions
to traveling wave solutions. Note that for a given almost periodic
differential equation, if it has an almost periodic solution, then there is such
a solution in any equation in its hull. However, even for a scalar almost
periodic ODE, it may not have an almost periodic or almost automorphic
solution (see Definition 2.1 for almost automorphic functions), but there
are almost automorphic solutions for residually many equations in its hull
(see [21, 27, 44], and references therein). We therefore consider
ut=uxx+ g(u, t), x # R, (1.3)g
and the corresponding scalar ODE
u* (t)= g(u(t), t) (1.4)g
for all g # H( f ), where H( f ) is the hull of f (see Definition 2.1). In general,
we may expect the existence of almost automorphic traveling wave
solutions of (1.3)g for some g # H( f ). We shall study such traveling wave
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solutions through the limits of wave-like solutions. Roughly speaking, a
wave-like solution of (1.3)g connecting ug\(t) (wave-like solution for short)
is a solution u(x, t) which connects ug\(t) as x  \ and does not become
too flat as t   (see Definition 4.1), and an almost automorphic traveling
wave solution of (1.3)g connecting ug\(t) is a wave-like solution with almost
automorphic propagating profile and speed (see Definition 5.1), where
u=u g\(t) are two almost periodic solutions of (1.4)g resulted from the
limits of u f\ (t) (see Remark 2.4(2)). We say that there is a wave-like
solution or an almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solu-
tion in the hull of (1.1) if there is such a solution in (1.3)g for some
g # H( f ). Regarding the existence of wave-like solutions, we have
Theorem A. If (1.3)g0 has a wave-like solution for some g0 # H( f ), then
for any g # H( f ), (1.3)g has a global wave-like solution as well as a critical
one (Theorem 4.1).
To explore the existence of almost automorphic traveling wave solutions
through the limits of wave-like solutions, we construct a compact dynamical
system on the limit set of the profile of a wave-like solution (Theorem 4.4).
Then by applying dynamical system theory, we prove
Theorem B. The compact dynamical system associated to a critical
wave-like solution of (1.3)g is an almost 1-cover of H( f ) and hence is almost
automorphic minimal (Theorem 4.5).
Theorem C. A wave like solution of (1.3)g ‘‘converges’’ to almost auto-
morphic (almost periodic) traveling waves (see Definition 5.1) iff the associated
compact dynamical system contains an almost automorphic (almost periodic)
minimal set. Moreover, an almost automorphic traveling wave solution
resulted from the limit of a critical wave-like solution is also critical
(Theorem 5.2).
By Theorems AC, the existence of a wave-like solution in the hull of
(1.1) implies the existence of a critical wave-like solution in (1.3)g for any
g # H( f ), and the existence of a critical wave-like solution in the hull of
(1.1) implies the existence of a critical almost automorphic traveling wave
solutions in (1.3)g for residually many g # H( f ). Roughly, a critical
wave-like (almost automorphic or almost periodic traveling wave) solution is
a steepest one (see Definitions 4.1 and 5.1). Both critical wave-like solu-
tions and almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solutions
(if exist) are unique up to phase shifts. Moreover, we have
Theorem D. If u=u f+(t) is stable, then critical wave-like (almost
automorphic or almost periodic traveling wave) solutions are the ones with
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relatively ‘‘minimal ’’ average propagating speeds. If u=u f&(t) is stable, then
critical wave-like (almost automorphic or almost periodic traveling wave)
solutions are the ones with relatively ‘‘maximal ’’ average propagating speeds
(Corollary 4.3, Corollary 5.5).
For convenience, we say (1.1) is of multi-stable type if both u=u f&(t) and
u=u f+(t) are stable. The reason for this definition is that (1.2) may have
other stable almost periodic solutions lying between u f&(t) and u
f
+(t). By
Theorem D, when (1.1) is multi-stable, the speeds of almost automorphic
traveling wave solutions are unique in the average sense. Moreover, we
have
Theorem E. Assume that (1.1) is of multi-stable type. Then
(1) (Stability) If u=u g(x, t) is an almost automorphic traveling
wave solution of (1.3)g , then it is uniformly and asymptotically stable, that
is, for any =>0, there is $>0 such that for any solution u(x, t) of (1.3)g with
supx # R |u(x, {)&u g(x, {)|<$ for some { # R, there hold
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u g(x, t)|<= for t>{
and
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u g(x+!0 , t)|  0 exponentially as t  
for some !0 # R (Theorem 6.1).
(2) (Uniqueness) If u1, 2(x, t)=,1, 2(x+c1, 2(t), t) are two almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solutions of (1.3)g , then there
exists a C1 almost automorphic (almost periodic) function !(t) such that
,2(x, t)=,1(x+!(t), t)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t)
for t # R (Theorem 6.1).
(3) (Almost periodicity) If for some g # H( f ), (1.3)g has an almost
automorphic traveling wave solution u=u g(x, t), then it is indeed an almost
periodic one, and therefore for each g~ # H( f ), (1.3)g~ has a unique stable
almost periodic traveling wave solution (Theorem 6.1).
It is seen that to apply the above theory, one needs to show the existence
of a wave-like solution. The latter may be carried out by employing various
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properties of parabolic equations and special properties of the nonlinearity
f. For example, in [42], by repeatedly applying comparison principle, we
showed that if f is of bistable type, then u(x, t; u0 , f ) is a wave-like solution
for any nondecreasing u0(x) with u0(\)=u f\ (0). The above theorems
then imply the results obtained in [41, 42], that is, (1.3)g has a unique
stable almost periodic traveling wave solution for each g # H( f ). In this
paper, we shall discuss the applications of the above general theory to the
case that f is of KPP type, and prove
Theorem F. Assume that f is certain KPP type nonlinearity. Then there
is a c0>0 such that for any c>c0 , there is a residual subset Hc( f )/H( f )
such that for any g # Hc( f ), (1.3)g has an almost automorphic traveling wave
solution with speed c, u(x, t)=,c(x+ct, t). There is also a residual subset
H
*
( f )/H( f ) such that for any g # H
*
( f ), (1.3)g has a critical almost
automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=,*(x+c
*
(t), t). Moreover,
critical almost automorphic traveling wave solutions have minimal average
propagating speeds (Corollary 6.6).
Observe that a critical wave-like solution (if exists) always ‘‘converges’’
to critical almost automorphic traveling wave solutions. If f (u, t) is actually
periodic, f (u, t+T)= f (u, t), then a critical almost automorphic traveling
wave solution is a periodic one with period T (Remark 5.2(3)). It needs to
be further studied when a general wave-like solution converges to almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions and when a wave-like solution exists.
It also needs to be further studied when an almost automorphic traveling
wave solution is almost periodic. We remark that the compact dynamical
system associated to a wave-like solution plays a role similar to that played
by moving coordinates in the time independent and periodic cases (see the
end of Section 5).
Note that the above type traveling wave problem has also been widely
studied in higher dimensional parabolic equations (see [3, 68, 31, 32, 34,
48, 5052], etc.) as well as space discrete evolution equations (see [5, 9,
1618, 25, 29, 37, 40, 49, 54, 55], etc.).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some
preliminary materials to be used in later sections. We study basic properties
of solutions of (1.3)g (g # H( f )) in Section 3. In Section 4, we explore
wave-like solutions, construct a dynamical system associated to a wave-like
solution, and prove Theorem A, Theorem B, and the wave-like solution
part of Theorem D. We investigate almost automorphic traveling wave
solutions and prove Theorem C and the traveling wave solution part of
Theorem D in Section 5. Stability, uniqueness, and almost periodicity of
almost automorphic traveling wave solutions in multi-stable equations are
studied and Theorem E is proved in Section 6. In Section 7, applications
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of the general theory to KPP type nonlinearity are discussed and Theorem
F is proved.
2. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we summarize some preliminary materials to be used in
later sections. First, we give a brief review about almost periodic and
almost automorphic functions. We then summarize some lifting properties
of compact dynamical systems or flows. Finally, we state assumptions and
notations.
2.1. Almost Periodic and Almost Automorphic Functions
Definition 2.1. (1) A function f # Cunif (R, Rm) is said to be almost
periodic if for any seqiences [:$n], [;$n]/R, there are subsequences [:n]/
[:$n], [;n]/[;$n] such that
lim
k  
lim
n  
f (t+:n+;k)= lim
n  
f (t+:n+;n) (2.1)
pointwise for t # R.
(2) A function f # Cunif (R, Rm) is said to be almost automorphic if
for any sequence [:$n]/R, there is a subsequence [:n]/[:$n] such that
lim
k  
lim
n  
f (t+:n&:k)= f (t) (2.2)
pointwise for t # R.
(3) A function f # C(Rn_R, Rm), (x, t) [ f (x, t), is said to be almost
periodic or almost automorphic in t uniformly with respect to x in boun-
ded sets (x in Rn) if f is uniformly continuous on E_R (on Rn_R) for any
bounded subset E/Rn, and is almost periodic or almost automorphic in
t for each x # Rn.
(4) Let f # C(Rn_R, Rm) be almost periodic (almost automorphic)
in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets. Then H( f )=cl[ f } { :
{ # R] is called the hull of f, where f } {(x, t)= f (x, t+{) and the closure is
taken under the compact open topology.
(5) Let f # C(Rn_R, Rm) be almost periodic (almost automorphic)
in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets, and
f (x, t)t :
* # R
a*(x) ei*t (2.3)
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be a Fourier series of f (see [46, 53] for the definition and existence of
Fourier series). Then S( f )=[* : a*(x)0] is called the Fourier specturm
of f associated to the Fourier series (2.1), and M ( f )=the smallest additive
subgroup of R containing S( f ) is called the frequency module of f.
Remark 2.1. (1) If f # Cunif (R, Rm) is almost periodic, then for any
sequences [:$n], [;$n]/R, there are subsequences [:n]/[:$n], [;n]/
[;$n] such that the limit in (2.1) is uniform for t # R (see [21]). Clearly, if
f # Cunif (R, Rm) is almost automorphic, then for any sequence [:$n]/R,
there is a subsequence [:n]/[:$n] such that the limit in (2.2) is uniform
for t in any bounded set of R.
(2) Suppose that f (x, t) ( f # C(Rn_R, Rm)) is almost periodic
(almost automorphic) in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets.
Then H( f ) is compact and metrizable under the compact open topology
(see [38, 53]).
(3) If f (x, t) ( f # C(Rn_R, Rm)) is almost periodic in t uniformly
with respect to x in bounded sets, then its Fourier series is unique and
a*(x) in (2.1) is given by a*(x)=limt   1t 
t
0 f (x, s) e
&i*s ds. In general, the
Fourier series of an almost automorphic function is not unique, but M ( f )
is independent of the Fourier series chosen and is a countable subset of R
(see [53]).
Lemma 2.1. Let f (x, t) and g( y, t) ( f # C(Rn_R, Rm), g # C(Rl_R, Rk))
be two almost automorphic functions in t uniformly with respect to x and y
in bounded sets of Rn and Rl, respectively. Then M (g)/M ( f ) iff for any
sequence [:n]/R, if limn   f (x, t+:n)= f (x, t) uniformly for t and x in
bounded sets, then limn   g( y, t+:n)= g( y, t) uniformly for t and y in
bounded sets.
Proof. See [53]. K
Lemma 2.2. (1) Suppose that f (t) ( f # Cunif (R, Rn)) is almost auto-
morphic (almost periodic) in t. If F(t)=t0 f (s) ds is bounded for t # R, then
F(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) and M (F )/M ( f ).
(2) Suppose that f (x, t) ( f # C(Rn_R, Rm)) is almost automorphic
(almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets of Rn. If
for any g # H( f ), gx(x, t) and gxx(x, t) are uniformly bounded for t # R and
x # Rn, then fx(x, t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly
with respect to x in bounded sets, and M ( fx)/M ( f ).
Proof. (1) Consider the scalar ordinary differential equation,
x* (t)= f (t). (2.4)
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Since  t0 f (s) ds is bounded for t # R, any solution x(t) of (2.4) is bounded
for t # R. For a given solution x(t) of (2.4), define &x( } )&=supt # R |x(t)|.
Let
*=min[&x( } )& : x(t) is a solution of (2.4)].
Then there is a unique solution, denoted by xf (t) and called a minimal
solution, such that &xf (t)&=*. Similarly, for any g # H( f ),
x* (t)= g(t) (2.5)g
has a unique minimal solution xg(t). By the uniqueness of minimal
solutions, for any g # H( f ), if limn   g(t+tn)= g*(t) uniformly for t in
bounded sets, we must have limn   xg(t+tn)  xg*(t) uniformly for t in
bounded sets, which implies that xg(t) is almost automorphic (almost
periodic) and M (xg)/M (g) provided that g is almost automorphic
(almost periodic). Note that F(t)=x0+xf (t) for some x0 # R. It then
follows that F(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) and M (F )/
M ( f ) if f is almost periodic (almost automorphic).
(2) For any g # H( f ), by the boundedness of gxx(x, t),
gx(x, t)= lim
h  0
g(x+h, t)& g(x, t)
h
uniformly for x # Rn and t # R. This implies that gx(x, t) is uniformly
continuous on E_R for any bounded set E/Rn. It follows that if
f (x, t+tn)  g(x, t) for any x, t # R, then we must have fx(x, t+tn) 
gx(x, t) for any x, t # R. Similarly, if g(x, t&tn)  f (x, t) for x, t # R, then
gx(x, t&tn)  fx(x, t) for x, t # R. Therefore, fx(x, t) is almost periodic
(almost automorphic) in t uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets, and
M ( fx)/M ( f ). K
2.2. Compact Dynamical Systems (Flows)
Let (X, R), (Y, R) be two dynamical systems (i.e., flows) with X, Y being
compact metric spaces. For a given net :=[tn]/R and x0 # X, define
T:x0=limn x } tn provided that the limit exists.
Definition 2.2. (1) A point x0 # X is called an almost periodic point
if for any nets :$, ;$ in R, there are subnets :, ; such that
T:T;x0 } t=T:+;x0 } t
uniformly in t # R.
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(2) A point x0 # X is called an almost automorphic point if for any
net :$, there is a subnet : such that
T&:T:x0 } t=x0 } t
pointwise in t # R.
(3) (X, R) is almost periodic (almost automorphic) minimal if it is
minimal and contains an almost periodic (almost automorphic) point.
Remark 2.2. An almost periodic minimal flow is clearly almost auto-
morphic minimal. If (X, R) is almost periodic minimal, then any x # X is an
almost periodic point.
Lemma 2.3. If f (x, t) is almost periodic (almost automorphic) in t
uniformly with respect to x in bounded sets in Rn, then the time translation
flow (H( f ), R), (g, t) [ g } t for g # H( f ) and t # R, is almost periodic
(almost automorphic) minimal.
Proof. See [38, 53]. K
Definition 2.3. (1) A continuous map P: X  Y is said to be a flow
homomorphism from (X, R) to (Y, R) if P(X)=Y, and P(x } t)=P(x) } t
for any x # X and t # R.
(2) X is called a 1-cover (almost 1-cover) of Y if there is a flow
homomorphism P: X  Y such that P&1( y) is a singleton for any y # Y (for
at least one y # Y).
Lemma 2.4. If P: X  Y is a flow homomorphism, then there is a
residual invariant subset Y0 /Y such that for any y0 # Y0 , y # Y, and
[tn]/R, if y } tn  y0 , then for any x0 # P&1( y0), there is [xn]/P&1( y)
such that xn } tn  x0 .
Proof. See [39, 47, 53]. K
Remark 2.3. By Lemma 2.4, if P: X  Y is a flow homomorphism and
there is a y # Y such that P&1( y) is a singleton, then there is a residual
invariant subset Y0 /Y such that for any y0 # Y0 , P&1( y0) is a singleton.
Lemma 2.5. (1) If X is a 1-cover of Y and (Y, R) is almost periodic
minimal, then (X, R) is also almost periodic minimal.
(2) If X is an almost 1-cover of Y and (Y, R) is almost periodic
minimal, then (X, R) is almost automorphic minimal, and x0 # X is an almost
automorphic point iff P&1(P(x0))=[x0].
Proof. See [46, 53]. K
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2.3. Assumptions and Notations
Consider (1.1). In what follows, (A1)(A5) are taken to be as standard
assumptions.
(A1) f: R_R  R, (u, t) [ f (u, t) is C r (r2).
(A2) f and all its partial derivatives up to order two are almost
periodic in t uniformly with respect to u in bounded sets.
(A3) Equation (1.2) has two almost periodic solutions u=u f&(t) and
u=u f+(t) with u
f
&(t)<u
f
+(t) for t # R.
(A4) fu(u, t) &:0<0 for t # R and u # [u f+(t)&$0 , u
f
+(t)+$0]
with some :0 , $0>0.
(A5) fu(u, t) &:0<0 for t # R and u # [u f&(t)&$0 , u
f
&(t)+$0]
with some :0 , $0>0.
Remark 2.4. Assume (A1)(A3).
(1) Let
u f0(t)=u
f
&(t)+
u f+(t)&u
f
&(t)
2
. (2.6)
Then both u f0(t) and u
f
0t (t) are almost periodic, and M (u
f
\ ( } )), M (u
f
0( } )),
M (u f0t ( } ))/M ( f ). Moreover,
u f&(t)+=0u
f
0(t)u
f
+(t)&=0 (2.7)
for any t # R and some =0>0.
(2) For any g # H( f ), Eq. (1.4)g has two almost periodic solutions
u=u g&(t) and u
g
+(t) resulted from the limits of u
f
\ (t), namely, u
g
\(t)=
limn   u f\ (t+tn) provided that g(u, t)=limn   f (u, t+tn) in compact
open topology [44]. Hence, for any g # H( f ), Eq. (1.3)g also satisfies
(A1)(A3) with u f\ (t) being replaced by u
g
\(t). Let
u g0(t)=u
g
&(t)+
u g+(t)&u
g
&(t)
2
. (2.8)
Then (2.7) holds with u f\ (t) and u
f
0(t) being replaced by u
g
\(t) and u
g
0(t).
(3) Define h\ , h0 : H( f )  R by
h\(g)=u g\(0), h0(g)=u
g
0(0). (2.9)
Then h\ and h0 are continuous in g # H( f ).
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Remark 2.5. Assume (A1)(A3).
(1) If f (u, t) satisfies (A4), then u(t; u0 , g)&u g+(t)  0 as t  
uniformly for g # H( f ) and u0 # R with |u0&u g+(0)|$0 , where u(t; u0 , g)
is the solution of (1.4)g with u(0; u0 , g)=u0 . Hence, u=u g+(t) is uniformly
and asymptotically stable. In this paper, we say that u=u f+(t) is stable if
f satisfies (A4).
(2) If f (u, t) satisfies (A5), then u=u g&(t) is uniformly and
asymptotically stable. Similarly, we say u=u f&(t) is stable if f satisfies (A5).
Throughout the paper, we take the following as standard notations.
(N1) For any given g # H( f ), ug(s) is the step function given by
ug(s)={u
g
+(0),
u g&(0),
s0
s<0.
(2.10)
(N2) ‘(s) is the function given by
‘(s)=
1
2 \1+tanh
s
2+ . (2.11)
Observe that ‘(s) satisfies that
‘$(s)=‘(s)(1&‘(s)), ‘"(s)=‘(s)(1&‘(s))(1&2‘(s)). (2.12)
(N3) ’(s) is a C2 function satisfying
0’$(s)1 for s # R, ’(s)={1,0,
s2
s0.
(2.13)
(N4) For a given function u(x) on R, u(\)#limx  \ u(x)
provided the limits exist.
(N5) For a given continuous function u(x) on R,
Z(u( } ))=*[x : u(x)=0]. (2.14)
(N6) C bunif (R) is the space of bounded and uniformly continuous
functions on R with supreme norm, that is,
C bunif (R)=[u(x) : u is bounded and uniformly continuous on R] (2.15)
with norm &u&=supx # R |u(x)| for u # C bunif (R).
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(N7) BM(R) denotes the space of bounded and monotone functions
on R with finite many discontinuous points, that is,
BM(R)=[u(x) : u is bounded and monotone,
*[x : u(x&0){u(x+0)]<]. (2.16)
3. BASIC RESULTS
In this section, we study basic properties of solutions of (1.3)g (g # H( f ))
for later use. Throughout the section, we assume (A1)(A3). First of all, by
standard theory of parabolic equations ([23, 26]), for any u0 # C bunif (R) _
BM(R) and any g # H( f ), (1.3)g has a unique (classical) solution u(x, t)
satisfying the initial condition u(x, 0)=u0(x) for any x # R at which u0 is
continuous. We denote it by u(x, t; u0 , g). Clearly, if u0 is spatially
homogeneous, then so is u(x, t; u0 , g) and we may denote it by u(t; u0 , g).
Lemma 3.1. u( } , t; u0 , g) # C bunif (R) is continuous with respect to u0 #
Cbunif (R), g # H( f ), and t in the interval of existence.
Proof. See [26]. K
Lemma 3.2. Let u=( } ), u0( } ) # BM(R) be such that
|

&
|u=(x)&u0(x)| dx  0 as =  0.
Then for each t>0 at which u(x, t; u= , g) and u(x, t; u0 , g) exist,
lim
=  0
u(x, t; u= , g)=u(x, t; u0 , g)
uniformly in x # R.
Proof. See [30]. K
Lemma 3.3. Let u0 , v0 # C bunif (R). If Z(u0( } )&v0( } ))=1, then for any
t>0 at which u(x, t; u0 , g) and u(x, t; v0 , g) exist, Z(u( } , t; u0 , g)&u( } , t;
v0 , g))1. More precisely, if there is &<x0< such that
u0(x)>v0(x) (u0(x)<v0(x)) for x>x0
and
u0(x)<v0(x) (u0(x)>v0(x)) for x<x0 ,
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then there is x0(t) with &x0(t) such that
u(x, t; u0 , g)>u(x, t; v0 , g)
(u(x, t; u0 , g)<u(x, t; v0 , g)) for x>x0(t)
and
u(x, t; u0 , g)<u(x, t; v0 , g)
(u(x, t; u0 , g)>u(x, t; v0 , g)) for x<x0(t).
Proof. See [2, 45]. K
Lemma 3.4. For given u0 # BM(R) with u0(\)=u g\(0), u(x, t; u0 , g)
exists for all t>0, and u( } , t; u0 , g) # C bunif (R), ux(x, t; u0 , g)>0, and
u(\, t; u0 , g)=u g\(t) for any t>0 and x # R.
Proof. It follows from the standard theory for parabolic equations and
the fact that u=ug\(t) are solutions of (1.3)g .
Remark 3.1. Let u0 # BM(R) with u0(\)=ug\(0). 1) By Lemma 3.4,
for any t>0 and v # R with u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t), there is a unique !(t, v;
u0 , g) # R such that
u(!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)=v. (3.1)
Clearly, !(t, v; u0 , g) is monotone increasing in v and !(t, u g\(t); u0 , g)#
limv  ug\ (t) !(t, v; u0 , g)=\. For convenience, we denote !(t, u
g
0(t); u0 , g)
by !(t; u0 , g). Hence,
u(!(t; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)=u g0(t). (3.2)
(2) By a priori estimates for parabolic equations, u(x, t; u0 , g),
ux(x, t; u0 , g), uxx(x, t; u0 , g), and uxxx(x, t; u0 , g) are bounded for x # R
and t$ with any $>0.
In the rest of the paper, !(t, v; u0 , g) and !(t; u0 , g) are assumed as in
(3.1) and (3.2), respectively.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that u0 # C bunif (R) & BM(R) with u0(\)=u
g
\(0)
and u g&(0)<u0(x)<u
g
+(0) for x # R. Then for any t>0 and v # R with u
g
&(t)
<v<u g+(t), the following holds.
u(x+!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g) {u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g) for x>0,u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g) for x<0,
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and hence
ux(!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g)ux(!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g),
where ug is as in (2.10).
Proof. First, let t>0 and u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t) be fixed. Let
u~ g(x)=ug(x+!(t, v; ug , g))
and
u~ 0(x)=u0(x+!(t, v; u0 , g)).
Then we have
u(x+!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g)=u(x, t; u~ g , g) (3.3)
and
u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)=u(x, t; u~ 0 , g). (3.4)
Now define u~ =&(x) and u~ =+(x) by
u~ =&(x)={
u g+(0),
x &!(t, v; ug , g)+2=
u g&(0)+(u
g
+(0)&u
g
&(0)) ’ \x+!(t, v; ug , g)= + ,
&!(t, v; ug , g)<x<&!(t, v; ug , g)+2=
u g&(0),
x &!(t, v; ug , g)
and
u~ += (x)={
u g+(0),
x &!(t, v; ug , g)
u g+(0)+(u
g
&(0)&u
g
+(0)) ’ \&x+!(t, v; ug , g)= + ,
&!(t, v; ug , g)&2=<x< &!(t, v; ug , g)
u g&(0),
x &!(t, v; ug , g)&2=,
where ’( } ) is as in (2.17). Then we have
u~ &= (x)u~ g(x)u~
+
= (x),
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and
lim
=  0 |

&
|u~ &= (x)&u~ g(x)| dx=lim
=  0 |

&
|u~ += (x)&u~ g(x)| dx=0.
Hence, by the maximum principle [23, 33], for any t>0 and x # R,
u(x, t; u~ &= , g)<u(x, t; u~ g , g)<u(x, t; u~
+
= , g) (3.5)
and by Lemma 3.2, for any t>0,
lim
=  0
u(x, t; u~ &= , g)= lim
=  0
u(x, t; u~ += , g)=u(x, t; u~ g , g) (3.6)
uniformly in x # R. Observe that
u~ g(x) {=u
g
+(0)>u~ 0(x)
=u g&(0)<u~ 0(x)
for x>&!(t, v; ug , g)
for x<&!(t, v; ug , g).
By Lemma 3.1, without loss of generality, we may assume that u~ 0(x) is
continuously differentiable for x # (&!(t; v; ug , g)&1, &!(t, v; ug , g)+1).
Therefore when 0<=<<1, Z(u~ &= ( } )&u~ 0( } ))=Z(u~
+
= ( } )&u~ 0( } ))=1. It then
follows from Lemma 3.3 and (3.5) that
u(x, t; u~ &= , g)<u(x, t; u~ 0 , g) for x<0 (3.7)
and
u(x, t; u~ += , g)>u(x, t; u~ 0 , g) for x>0. (3.8)
By (3.6)(3.8),
u(x, t; u~ g , g){u(x, t; u~ 0 , g)u(x, t; u~ 0 , g)
for x>0
for x<0,
which together with (3.3), (3.4) implies that
u(x+!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g) {u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)
for x>0
for x<0.
The lemma is thus proved. K
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that u(x, t; u1 , g) and u(x, t; u2 , g) are solutions of
(1.3)g with u1 , u2 # BM(R) and u1, 2(\)=u g\(0). If
ux(!(t, v; u1 , g), t; u1 , g)=ux(!(t, v; u2 , g), t; u2 , g) (3.9)
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for any t>0 and v # R with u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t), then there is x0 # R such that
u(x, t; u2 , g)=u(x+x0 , t; u1 , g)
for any t>0 and x # R.
Proof. Fix a t0>0. Note that
u(!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g)=u(!(t0 , v; u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g)=v
for any u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0). Hence,
ux(!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g) !v(t0 , v; u1 , g)
=ux(!(t0 , v; u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g) !v(t0 , v; u2 , g)=1 (3.10)
for any u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0). By Lemma 3.4, ux(x, t; u1 , g)>0 for any t>0
and x # R, and then by (3.9) and (3.10),
!v(t0 , v; u1 , g)=!v(t0 , v; u2 , g)
for any u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0). Therefore, there is x0 # R such that
!(t0 , v; u1 , g)=!(t0 , v; u2 , g)+x0
for any u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0). It then follows that
u(!(t0 , v; u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g)=u(!(t, v; u2 , g)+x0 , t0 ; u1 , g)
for any u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0), and hence
u(x, t0 ; u2 , g)=u(x+x0 , t0 ; u1 , g)
for any &<x<. By the uniqueness of solutions for parabolic
equations, we must have
u(x, t; u2 , g)=u(x+x0 , t; u1 , g)
for any t>0 and &<x<. K
Lemma 3.7. There is C0>0 such that for any CC0 and :\ with u g&(0)
:&<:+u g+(0), the following holds.
(1) v\(x, t)=u(t; :\ , g) ‘(x+Ct)+u(t; : , g)(1&‘(x+Ct)) are
super- and sub-solutions of (1.3)g on (0, ), respectively, where ‘( } ) is as in
(2.11).
(2) w\(x, t)=u(t; : , g) ‘(x&Ct)+u(t; :\ , g)(1&‘(x&Ct)) are
also super- and sub-solutions of (1.3)g on (0, ), respectively.
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Proof. We prove that v+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.3)g on (0, ).
Other statements can be proved similarly.
First, since u g&(0):&<:+u
g
+(0), u(t; :\ , g) exists and u
g
&(t)
u(t; :\ , g)u g+(t) for all t>0. By a direct computation, we have
v+t (x, t)&v
+
xx(x, t)& g(v
+(x, t), t)
=(u(t; :+ , g)&u(t; :& , g))(C‘$(x+Ct)&‘"(x+Ct))
+ g(u(t; :+ , g), t) ‘(x+Ct)+ g(u(t; :& , g), t)(1&‘(x+Ct))
& g(u(t; :+ , g) ‘(x+Ct)+u(t; :& , g)(1&‘(x+Ct)), t)
for x # R and t>0. Then by Taylor expansions,
g(u(t; :+ , g), t) ‘(x+Ct)+ g(u(t; :& , g), t)(1&‘(x+Ct))
& g(u(t; :+ , g) ‘(x+Ct)+u(t; :& , g)(1&‘(x+Ct)), t)
= guu(u**(x, t), t)(u*(x, t)&u(t; :& , g))(u(t; :+ , g)&u(t; :& , g))
} ‘(x+Ct)(1&‘(x+Ct)) (3.2)
for some u*(x, t), u**(x, t) between u(t; :& , g) and u(t; :+ , g). It then
follows from (2.12) that
v+t (x, t)&v
+
xx(x, t)& g(v
+(x, t), t)
=(u(t; :+ , g)&u(t; :& , g)) } ‘(x+Ct) } (1&‘(x+Ct))
} (C&(1&2‘(x+Ct))& guu(u**(t), t)(u*(t)&u(t; :& , g)))
for x # R and t>0. This implies that, when C>>1,
v+t (x, t)&v
+
xx(x, t)& g(v
+(x, t), t)0 for x # R, t>0,
that is, v+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.3)g on (0, ).
4. WAVE-LIKE SOLUTIONS
Consider (1.1). Throughout this section, we assume (A1)(A3). Recall
that our main objective is to develop a general approach to study the exist-
ence of traveling waves of (1.1) connecting u f\ (t). Our basic point of view
is that traveling waves are the limits of certain wave-like solutions. We
shall therefore in this section study wave-like solutions of (1.3)g (g # H( f )),
in particular, the existence of wave-like solutions, the long time behavior
of the propagating profile and speed of a wave-like solution, and the
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construction of a dynamical system on the limit set of the profile of a wave-
like solution.
Definition 4.1. (1) A solution u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g is called a wave-
like solution connecting ug\(t) (a wave-like solution for short) if
(H1) u( } , t; u0 , g) # BM(R) and u(\, t; u0 , g)=ug\(t) for any
t0;
(H2) There is a positive function m( } ) such that for any $>0,
u(x, t; u0 , g) # [u g&(t), u
g
&(t)+$] _ [u
g
+(t)&$, u
g
+(t)] for t0 and x # R
with |x&!(t; u0 , g)|m($), where !(t; u0 , g) is as in (3.2);
(H3) There is a positive function :( } ) such that for any M>0,
ux(x, t; u0 , g):(M ) for t>0 and x # R with |x&!(t; u0 , g)|M.
(2) A wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g is also called a standing
one if !(t; u0 , g) is bounded for t>0.
(3) A wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , g) is called a global one if it is
defined for all t # R and satisfies (H1)(H3) for t # R.
(4) A wave-like solution u=u(x, t; u
*
, g) of (1.3)g is called a critical
one if for any wave-like solution u=u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g with u0( } ) #
Cbunif (R) & BM(R) and u
g
&(0)<u0(x)<u
g
+(0) (x # R), there holds
ux(!(t, v; u*, g), t; u* , g)ux(!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)
for any t>0 and u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t), where !(t, v; u0 , g) is as in (3.1).
(5) Suppose that u=u(x, t; u0 , g) is a wave-like solution of (1.3)g .
Then the function U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , g), t; u0 , g) is called its propaga-
tion profile and &!t (t; u0 , g) its propagating speed.
Remark 4.1. For given u1 , u2 # BM(R) with u1, 2(\)=u g\(0) and
given t>0, it is not difficult to see that
u(x+!(t, v; u1 , g), t; u1 , g) {u(x+!(t, v; u2 , g), t; u2 , g),u(x+!(t, v; u2 , g), t; u2 , g),
x>0
x<0
(4.1)
for any v # R with u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t) is equivalent to
ux(!(t, v; u1 , g), t; u1 , g)ux(!(t, v; u2 , g), t; u2 , g) (4.2)
for any v # R with u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t). In this paper, we say a wave-like
solution u(x, t; u1 , g) is steeper than a wave-like solution u(x, t; u2 , g) if
(4.1) or equivalently (4.2) holds for some t>0. Hence, we may say a
critical wave-like solution of (1.3)g is a steepest one.
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The following theorem concerns the existence of wave-like solutions
provided that (1.3)g0 has a wave-like solution for some g0 # H( f ).
Theorem 4.1. (1) Suppose that u=u(x, t; u0 , g0) is a wave-like solu-
tion of (1.3)g0 and U(x)=limn   u(x+!(tn ; u0 , g0), tn ; u0 , g0) for some
tn   uniformly in x # R. If g0 } tn  g, then u(x, t; U, g) is a global
wave-like solution of (1.3)g .
(2) If (1.3)g0 has a wave-like solution u=u(x, t; u0 , g0), then
u=u(x, t; ug , g) is a critical wave-like solution of (1.3)g for any g # H( f ).
(3) Critical wave-like solutions of (1.3)g (if exist) are unique up to
phase shifts.
Proof. (1) First, by Lemma 3.1, for any t # R,
u(x, t; U, g)= lim
n  
u(x+!(tn ; u0 , g0), t+tn ; u0 , g0) (4.3)
uniformly in x # R. Hence, we have that u( } , t; U, g) # C bunif (R) & BM(R)
for any t # R. By (4.3), (H2), and Remark 2.4, u(\, t; U, g)=u g\(t) for
any t # R. Therefore, u(x, t; U, g) satisfies (H1) for any t # R.
Next, by (4.3), for any t # R,
u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g)
= lim
n  
u(x+!(tn ; u0 , g0)+!(t; U, g), t+tn ; u0 , g0) (4.4)
uniformly in x # R. This implies that u(!(tn ; u0 , g0)+!(t; U, g), t+tn ;
u0 , g0)  u g0(t) an n  . Note that u(!(t+tn ; u0 , g0), t+tn ; u0 , g0) 
u g0(t) as n  . By (H2) and (H3), we must have !(t+tn ; u0 , g0)&
!(tn ; u0 , g0)&!(t; U, g)  0 as n  , and then for any t # R,
u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g)= lim
n  
u(x+!(t+tn ; u0 , g0), t+tn ; u0 , g0)
(4.5)
uniformly in x # R. By (4.5), we also have
ux(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g)= lim
n  
ux(x+!(t+tn ; u0 , g0), t+tn ; u0 , g0)
(4.6)
for any x # R and t # R.
Now let m( } ) and :( } ) be the functions in (H2), (H3) satisfied by
u(x, t; u0 , g0). By (4.5), for any t # R and |x|m($), we have
u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g) # [u g&(t), u
g
&(t)+$] _ [u
g
+(t)&$, u
g
+(t)].
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By (4.6), for any t # R and |x|M,
ux(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g):(M ).
Thus proves that u(x, t; U, g) is a global wave-like solution of (1.3)g .
(2) First, for any g # H( f ), there is tn   such that g0 } tn  g as
n  . By (H2) and Remark 3.1, we may assume that u(x+!(tn ; u0 , g0),
tn ; u0 , g0)  U(x) uniformly in x # R. Then by 1), (1.3)g has a wave like
solution u(x, t; U, g) with U( } ) # C bunif (R) & BM(R) and u
g
&(0)<U(x)<
u g+(0) (x # R). By Lemma 3.5,
u(x+!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g) {u(x+!(t, v; U, g), t; U, g), x>0u(x+!(t, v; U, g), t; U, g), x<0,
and
ux(!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g)ux(!(t, v; U, g), t; U, g) (4.7)
for any t>0 and u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t). It then follows that u(x, t; ug , g) is a
wave-like solution.
Next, we show that u(x, t; ug , g) is a critical wave-like solution. Suppose
that u(x, t; V, g) is any wave-like solution of (1.3)g with V( } ) # C bunif (R) &
BM(R) and u g&(0)<V(x)<u
g
+(0) (x # R). By similar arguments to (4.7),
ux(!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g)ux(!(t, v; V, g), t; V, g)
for any t>0 and u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t). Therefore, u(x, t; ug , g) is a critical
wave-like solution of (1.3)g .
(3) This follows from Lemma 3.6. K
By Theorem 4.1, if (1.3)g0 has a wave-like solution for some g0 # H( f ),
then for any g # H( f ), (1.3)g has a global wave-like solution as well as a
critical one.
Next theorem compares the propagating speeds of two wave-like
solutions.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that u(x, t; u1 , g) and u(x, t; u2 , g) are two
wave-like solutions of (1.3)g satisfying that there is t0>0 such that
u(x+!(t0 , v; u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g)
{u(x+!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g) for x>0u(x+!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g) for x<0 (4.8)
for any v # R with u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0).
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(1) If f satisfies (A4) in Subsection 2.3, then there is a constant C such
that
!(t; u2 , g)!(t; u1 , g)+C for tt0 . (4.9)
(2) If f satisfies (A5) in Subsection 2.3, then there is a constant C such
that
!(t; u2 , g)!(t; u1 , g)+C for tt0 . (4.10)
Proof. (1) Let g~ = g } t0 . For 0<$<u g~+(0)&u
g~
&(0), let u~ 1(x)=
u(x+!(t0 , u g+(t0)&$; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g) and u~ 2(x)=u(x+!(t0 , u
g
+(t0)&$;
u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g). Then !(t; u1 , g)=!(t&t0 ; u~ 1 , g~ )+!(t0 , u g+(t0)&$; u1 , g)
and !(t; u2 , g)=!(t&t0 ; u~ 2 , g~ )+!(t0 , u g+(t0)&$; u2 , g) for tt0 . Hence,
it is suffice to prove that there are 0<$<u g~+(0)&u
g~
&(0)(=u
g
+(t0)&
u g&(t0)) and C >0 such that
!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )!(t; u~ 1 , g~ )+C for t0. (4.11)
Note that by (4.8) and the definition of u~ 1, 2 ,
u~ 1(0)=u~ 2(0)=u g~+(0)&$, u~ 2(x) {u~ 1(x), x>0u~ 1(x), x<0. (4.12)
Let ’( } ) be as in (2.13) and
$=min {$02 , mint>0 {
u g~+(t)&u
g~
0(t)
2
,
u g~0(t)&u
g~
&(t)
2 = ,
min
t>0, |x&!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )| 4
ux(x, t; u~ 2 , g~ )
2 = , (4.13)
where $0 is as in (A4). By (4.12), we have !(0; u~ 2 , g~ )0 and
u~ 1(x)u~ 2(x)&$’(x+2&!(0; u~ 2 , g~ )) for x # R. (4.14)
Next, for any _>0, let u&(x, t) be the function given by
u&(x, t)=u(x&_$(1&e&:0 t), t; u~ 2 , g~ )&$’(x&! (t)) e&:0 t (4.15)
for t0 and x # R, where ! (t)=&2+!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )+_$(1&e&:0 t). We claim
that when _>>1, u&(x, t) is a sub-solution of (1.3)g~ on (0, ), that is,
u&t (x, t)&u
&
xx(x, t)& g~ (u
&(x, t), t)0 (4.16)
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for t>0 and x # R. In fact, by a direct computation, we have
u&t (x, t)&u
&
xx(x, t)& g~ (u
&(x, t), t)
=&_$:0e&:0 tux(x&_$(1&e&:0 t), t; u~ 2 , g~ )
+$’$(x&! (t))(!t (t; u~ 2 , g~ )+_$:0e&:0 t) e&:0 t
+$:0’(x&! (t)) e&:0 t&$’"(x&! (t)) e&:0 t
+$g~ u(u*(x, t), t) ’(x&! (t)) e&:0 t
for t>0 and x # R, where u*(x, t) is between u(x&_$(1&e&:0 t), t; u~ 2 , g~ )
and u&(x, t). By (2.13), for any t>0 and x # R with x&! (t)<0, (4.16)
holds for any _>0. By (H2), there is M0>2 such that for any t>0 and
x # R with x&! (t)M0 , g~ u(u*(x, t), t)&:0 and hence (4.16) also holds
for any _>0. Let _00 be such that
1
2
_0= sup
t>0, |x&! (t)|<M0
\’$(x&!
 (t)) !t (t; u~ 2 , g~ )+:0’(x&! (t))
&’"(x&! (t))+ g~ u(u*(x, t), t) ’(x&! (t))+
:0ux(x&_$(1&e&;t), t; u~ 2 , g~ )
.
By (3.2),
!t (t; u~ 2 , g~ )=
u g~0t (t)&uxx(!(t; u~ 2 , g~ ), t; u~ 2 , g~ )& g~ (u(!(t; u~ 2 , g~ ), t; u~ 2 , g~ ), t)
ux(!(t; u~ 2 , g~ ), t; u~ 2 , g~ )
.
Then by (H3) and Remark 3.1, !t (t; u~ 2 , g~ ) is bounded for t>0 and hence
_0 is finite. By (4.13), for any __0 , (4.16) holds for any t>0 and x # R.
Therefore, u&(x, t) is a sub-solution of (1.3)g for $ being as in (4.13) and
__0 .
Now by (4.14) and the comparison principle for parabolic equations,
u(x, t; u~ 1 , g~ )u&(x, t)
for t>0 and x # R. This implies that
u(!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )+_$(1&e&:0 t), t; u~ 1 , g~ )u g~0(t)&$.
Hence
!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )+_$(1&e&:0 t)!(t, u g~0(t)&$; u~ 1 , g~ ),
which implies that
!(t; u~ 2 , g~ )!(t; u~ 1 , g~ )&_$(1&e&:0 t)+!(t, u g~0(t)&$; u~ 1 , g~ )&!(t; u~ 1 , g~ ).
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By (H2), !(t, u g~0(t)&$; u~ 1 , g~ )&!(t; u~ 1 , g~ ) is bounded for t>0. Inequality
(4.11) then follows.
(2) This can be proved by arguments similar to those in 1). K
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that u(x, t; u0 , g) is a wave-like solution of
(1.3)g with u0 # C bunif (R) and u
g
&(0)<u0(x)<u
g
+(0) for x # (&, ).
(1) If f satisfies (A4), then there is a constant C such that
!(t; ug , g)!(t; u0 , g)+C
for t>>1.
(2) If f satisfies (A5), then there is a constant C such that
!(t; ug , g)!(t; u0 , g)+C
for t>>1.
Proof. By the arguments of Theorem 4.1(2), for any t>0 and v # R
with u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t),
u(x+!(t, v; ug , g), t; ug , g) {u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g),u(x+!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g),
x>0
x<0.
The corollary then follows from Theorem 4.2 with u1=u0 and u2=ug . K
Remark 4.2. Suppose that u(x, t; u1 , g) and u(x, t; u2 , g) are two
wave-like solutions of (1.3)g . If !(t; u1 , g) and !(t; u2 , g) satisfy (4.9), then
&
1
T&t0 |
T
t0
!t (t; u1 , g) dt&
1
T&t0 |
T
t0
!t (t; u2 , g) dt
+
1
T&t0
(!(0; u1 , g)&!(0; u2 , g)+C )
for any T>t0 . Note that &!t (t; u1 , g) and &!t (t; u2 , g) are defined to be
the propagating speeds of u(x, t; u1 , g) and u(x, t; u2 , g), and (1(T&t0 ))
(!(0; u1 , g)&!(0; u2 , g)+C )  0 as T  . Hence, relatively, we may say
that u(x, t; u1 , g) propagates faster than u(x, t; u2 , g) in average sense.
Therefore, if u f+(t) is stable, then a wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , g)
propagates faster than any other one which is steeper than u(x, t; u0 , g). In
particular, any wave-like solution propagates faster than a critical wave-
like solution. Similarly, if u=u f&(t) is stable, relatively, a wave-like solution
u=u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g propagates slower than any other one which is
steeper than u(x, t; u0 , g).
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In the following, we construct a dynamical system on the limit set of the
profile of a wave-like solution of (1.3)g0 which will be used to explore the
convergence of the wave-like solution to almost automorphic traveling
wave solutions in next section.
Suppose that u=u(x, t; u0 , g0) is a wave-like solution of (1.3)g0 connecting
ug0\(t). Let X(u0 , g0)/Cunif (R)_H( f ) be such that
X(u0 , g0)=[(U, g): _tn  ,
s.t. (U( } ), g)= lim
n  
(u( } +!(tn ; u0 , g0), tn ; u0 , g0), g0 } tn)],
(4.17)
where the limit is taken in Cunif (R)_H( f ). Observe that by Lemma 2.3,
Remark 3.1, and (H2), X(u0 , g0) is not empty, compact, and P(X)=H( f ),
where X=X(u0 , g0) and
P: C bunif (R)_H( f )  H( f ), P(u, g)= g. (4.18)
By Theorem 4.1, for any (U, g) # X, u(x, t; U, g) is a global wave-like solution
of (1.3)g . Hence, we can define 6t : X  Cunif (R)_H( f ) (t # R) by
6t (U, g)=(u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g), g } t). (4.19)
Theorem 4.4. Let u=u(x, t; u0 , g0) be a wave-like solution of (1.3)g0
and X=X(u0 , g0). Then 6t X/X for any t # R, and 6t : X  X (t # R) is a
flow.
Proof. The theorem can be proved by arguments similar to those for
Theorem 4.2(2) in [42]. For completeness, we give a proof here.
First, we prove that 6t X/X for any t # R. In fact, for any (U, g) # X
and t # R, by (4.5), we have
6t (U, g)=(u( } +!(t; U, g), t; U, g), g } t) # X.
Hence, 6t X/X (t # R).
Next, we prove that 6t : X  X is a flow. Obviously, 60=id. We then
prove that 6t is continuous with respect to t # R and (U, g) # X. Let t # R
and (U, g) # X be given. We have for any =>0, there is +(=)>0 and
$ (=)>0 such that if |x1&x2 |<+(=), then
|u(x1 , t; U, g)&u(x2 , t; U, g)|<
=
2
, (4.20)
and, if |u(x, t; U, g)&u g0(t)|<$ (=), then
|x&!(t; U, g)|<+(=). (4.21)
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By Lemma 3.1, for given =>0, there is $(=)>0 such that for any
(U1 , g1) # X with d((U, g), (U1 , g1))<$(=), there holds
sup
x # R
|u(x, t; U, g)&u(x, t; U1 , g1)|<min {$
 (=)
2
,
=
2= , (4.22)
and
|u g0(t)&u
g1
0 (t)|<min {$
 (=)
2
,
=
2= . (4.23)
It then follows from (4.22) and (4.23) that
|u(!(t; U, g), t; U, g)&u(!(t; U1 , g1), t; U, g)|
|u g0(t)&u
g1
0 (t)|+|u(!(t; U1 , g1), t; U1 , g1)&u(!(t; U1 , g1), t; U, g)|
<$ (=). (4.2)
This together with (4.21) implies that
|!(t; U, g)&!(t; U1 , g1)|<+(=).
Hence, by (4.20),
sup
x # R
|u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g)&u(x+!(t; U1 , g1), t; U, g)|<
=
2
. (4.24)
By (4.22) and (4.24), we have
sup
x # R
|u(x+!(t; U, g), t; U, g)&u(x+!(t; U1 , g1), t; U1 , g1)|<=.
Therefore, 6t is continuous in (U, g) # X. Moreover, by the above
arguments, 6t is continuous in (U, g) # X uniformly for t in bounded sets.
Similarly, we can prove that 6t is continuous in t. Therefore, 6t is
jointly continuous in t # R and (U, g) # X.
We now prove the group property of 6t , that is, 6t1+t2=6t1 b 6t2 . For
given t1t2 , (U, g) # X, we have
6t1+t2(U, g)=(u( } +!(t1+t2 ; U, g), t1+t2 ; U, g), g } (t1+t2)),
6t1(U, g)=(u( } +!(t1 ; U, g), t1 ; U, g), g } t1),
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and
6t2(6t1(U, g))=(u( } +!(t2 ; 6t1(U, g)), t2 ; 6t1(U, g)), g } (t1 , +t2))
=(u( } +!(t2 ; 6t1(U, g))
+!(t1 ; U, g), t1+t2 ; U, g), g } (t1+t2)).
Since, u(!(t2; 6t1(U, g))+!(t1 ; U, g), t1+t2 ; U, g)=u
g
0(t1+t2), by Theorem
4.1, we must have !(t2 ; 6t1(U, g))+!(t1 ; U, g)=!(t1+t2 ; U, g), and then
6t1+t2(U, g)=6t2(6t1(U, g)).
Therefore, 6t : X  X is a flow. K
We end up this section by investigating oscillating properties of X(ug , g)
provided that u(x, t; ug , g) is a wave-like solution. Note that for any
wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g , P: X(u0 , g)  H( f ) is a flow
homomorphism from (X(u0 , g), R) to (H( f ), R), where P is as in (4.18).
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that u=u(x, t; ug0 , g0) is a wave-like solution of
(1.3)g0 for some g0 # H( f ). Then for any g # H( f ), the following holds.
(1) X(ug , g) is an almost 1-cover of H( f ) and hence is almost
automorphic minimal;
(2) X(ug , g)=X(uf , f ).
Proof. First of all, by Theorem 4.1(1), for any g # H( f ), (1.3)g has a
wave-like solution. Then by Theorem 4.1(2), u(x, t; ug , g) is a critical wave-
like solution for any g # H( f ).
(1) Let H0( f )/H( f ) be the residual subset of H( f ) in Lemma 2.4
with X=X(ug , g), Y=H( f ), and P as in (4.18). We shall prove that
P&1(g0) & X(ug , g) is a singleton for any g0 # H0( f ). To do so, take any
(U1 , g0), (U2 , g0) # X(u g, g) with g0 # H0( f ). Let tn   be such that g } tn
 g0 and u(x+!(tn ; ug , g), tn ; ug , g)  U1(x) as n   uniformly in
x # R. Then there are (Un , g) # X(ug , g) such that u(x+!(tn ; Un , g), tn ;
Un , g)  U2(x) uniformly for x # R. By Lemma 3.5, we must have
U1(x){U2(x) for x>0U2(x) for x<0.
Similarly, we have
U2(x){U1(x) for x>0U1(x) for x<0.
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Therefore, U1(x)#U2(x) and X(u g, g) is an almost 1-cover of H( f ). By
Lemma 2.5, X(ug , g) is almost automorphic minimal.
(2) By (1), there is a residual subset H0( f )/H( f ) such that for
any g0 # H( f ), P&1(g0) & X(u f, f )=[(U fg0 , g0)] and P
&1(g0) & X(u g, g)
=[(U gg0 , g0)]. Moreover, by the similar arguments as in (1), we can prove
that U fg0(x)#U
g
g0
(x). It then follows from the minimality that X(u f, f )=
X(u g, g). K
Remark 4.3. If f (u, t+T)= f (u, t) and u(x, t; uf , f ) is a wave-like
solution, then by Lemma 2.4, X(u f, f ) is a 1-cover of H( f ).
Remark 4.4. The essential characteristics of a wave-like solution
u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g is that it connects ug\(t) as x  \ in the sense that
u(\+!(t; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)=ug\(t) uniformly for t0, and it does not
become too flat as t  . The propagating profile U(x, t) and speed &!t (t;
u0 , g) are defined in terms of u g0(t). But u
g
0(t) is used just as a reference
function, and it can be replaced by any almost periodic function lying
between u g&(t) and u
g
+(t).
5. ALMOST AUTOMORPHIC TRAVELING WAVES
Consider (1.1) and assume (A1)(A3). In this section, we study traveling
wave solutions of (1.3)g connecting u g\(t) (g # H( f )). As mentioned in the
introduction, in general, we may only expect the existence of almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions in (1.3)g for some g # H( f ). We shall
investigate the existence of such traveling wave solutions through the long
time behavior of wave-like solutions.
Definition 5.1. (1) A solution u=u(x, t) of (1.3)g is called an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution connecting ug\(t)
(an almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution for
short) if u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t), ,(\, t)=u g\(t) uniformly for t # R,
,x(x, t)>0 for x, t # R, and c$(t) and ,(x, t) are almost automorphic
(almost periodic) in t uniformly for x # R. If c(t) is bounded, it is also
called an almost automorphic (almost periodic) standing wave solution.
(2) An almost automorphic traveling wave solution u=u(x, t; u
*
, g)
of (1.3)g is called a critical one if for any almost automorphic traveling
wave solution u=u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g ,
ux(!(t, v; u*, g), t; u* , g)ux(!(t, v; u0 , g), t; u0 , g)
for any t # R and u g&(t)<v<u
g
+(t).
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(3) We say that a wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g converges
to almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solutions if there
is (U0 , g0) # X(u0 , g) such that u(x, t; U0 , g0) is an almost automorphic
(almost periodic) traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 .
Remark 5.1. (1) Suppose that u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t) is an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution of (1.3)g . Then for
any C1 almost automorphic (almost periodic) function !(t), u(x, t)=
, (x+c~ (t), t), where , (x, t)=,(x+!(t), t), c~ (t)=c(t)&!(t). Clearly,
, (x, t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect
to x # R, and c~ $(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) in t. Hence, the
wave profile and wave speed of an almost automorphic (almost periodic)
traveling wave solution are not unique.
(2) Suppose that f (u, t+T )= f (u, t) and u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t) is an
almost automorphic traveling wave solution of (1.3)g for some g # H( f ). If
M (c$( } )), M (,( } ))/M ( f ), then by Lemma 2.1, c$(t+T )=c$(t), and
,(x, t+T )=,(x, t). Let c0= 1T 
T
0 c$(t) dt and (x, t)=,(x+c(t)&c0 t, t).
Then (x, t) is periodic in t of period T and u(x, t)=(x+c0 t, t). Hence,
u(x, t) is a periodic traveling wave solution in traditional sense.
(3) Suppose that u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t) is an almost automorphic
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g . If it is actually an almost periodic traveling
wave solution, then limT  
1
T 
T
0 c$(t) dt exists. In general, this limit may
not exist. If c0=limT   1T 
T
0 c$(t) dt exists and c(t)&c0 t is bounded
(c(t)&c0 t may not be bounded in general), let (x, t)=,(x+c(t)&c0 t, t).
By Lemma 2.2, c(t)&c0t is almost automorphic, and then (x, t) is almost
automorphic uniformly with respect to x # R. Clearly, u(x, t)=
(x+c0 t, t). Therefore, u(x, t) can be viewed as an almost automorphic
traveling wave solution with constant wave speed and almost automorphic
wave profile.
The following theorem shows the relation between almost automorphic
traveling wave solutions and wave-like solutions.
Theorem 5.1. (1) If u=u(x, t; u0 , g) is an almost automorphic (almost
periodic) traveling wave solution of (1.3)g , then it is a global wave-like
solution and its profile U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , g), t; u0 , g) is almost
automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect to x # R.
(2) Suppose that u=u(x, t; u0 , g) is a global wave-like solution of
(1.3)g and U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , g), t) is almost automorphic (almost
periodic) in t uniformly with respect to x in R. Then u=u(x, t) is an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution of (1.3)g .
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Proof. (1) It can be proved by arguments similar to those for
Theorem 4.2 in [41]. Again, for completeness, we give a proof here.
Suppose that u(x, t; u0 , g)=,(x+c(t), t) is an almost automorphic
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g connecting u=ug\(t). We prove that
u(x, t) satisfies (H1)(H3) in Definition 4.1 for t # R.
First of all, by definition, ,x(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R and ,(\, t)=
u f\ (t) uniformly for t # R. This implies that ux(x, t)>0 for all x, t # R and
u(\, t)=u g\(t) for t # R. Hence, u(x, t) satisfies H1) for t # R.
Next, let !0(t) be such that
,(!0(t), t)=u g0(t). (5.1)
Since limx  \ ,(x, t)=u g\(t) uniformly for t # R, we must have that !
0(t)
is bounded for t # R, and that for any $>0, there is m($)>0 such that
,(x, t) # [u g&(t), u
g
&(t)+$] _ [u
g
+(t)&$, u
g
+(t)] (5.2)
for x, t # R with |x&!0(t)|m($). Let u0(x)=u(x, 0). By (5.1), we have
u(!(t; u0 , g), t)=,(!(t; u0 , g)+c(t), t)=,(!0(t), t)=u g0(t). (5.3)
It then follows that
!0(t)=!(t; u0 , g)+c(t). (5.4)
Note that
u(x, t)=u(!(t; u0 , g)+x&!(t; u0 , g), t)=,(!0(t)+x&!(t; u0 , g), t).
(5.5)
Therefore, by (5.2), for any x, t # R with |x&!(t; u0 , g)|m($), we have
u(x, t)=,(!0(t)+x&!(t; u0 , g), t) # [u g&(t), u
g
&(t)+$]
_ [u g+(t)&$, u
g
+(t)].
Hence, u(x, t) satisfies (H2).
We now prove that u(x, t) satisfies (H3) for t # R. We claim that for any
M>0, there is :(M )>0 such that
,x(x, t):(M ) (5.6)
for t0 and x # R with |x&!0(t)|M. For otherwise, there exist M0>0,
[tn] with tn   and [xn] with |xn&!0(tn)|M0 such that
,x(xn , tn)  0 (5.7)
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as n  . Since !0(t) is bounded for t # R, we may assume that xn  x*
and !0(tn)  !* as n  . By the almost automorphy of c$(t), c(tn)&
c(tn&1) is bounded and then we may assume c(tn)&c(tn&1)  c* as
n  . By Lemma 2.2, ,(x, t) and ,x(x, t) are almost automorphic in t
uniformly for x # R. Hence we may also assume that
,(x, tn)  ,*(x), ,x(x, tn)  ,x*(x), (5.8)
,(x, tn&1)  , *(x), ,x(x, tn&1)  , x*(x) (5.9)
as n   uniformly for x # R, and
g(u, t+tn)  g*(u, t) (5.10)
as n   uniformly for t # R and u in bounded sets, where g* # H( f ). Then
by Lemma 3.1, for any t0,
u(x, t; , *, g* } (&1))= lim
n  
u(x, t; ,( } , tn&1), g } (tn&1))
= lim
n  
u(x&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)
= lim
n  
u(x&c(tn)+c(tn)&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)
uniformly for x # R. By Lemma 3.1 again, for t1,
lim
n  
u(x&c(tn)+c(tn)&c(tn&1), t+tn&1)=u(x+c*, t&1; ,*, g*)
uniformly for x # R. It then follows that
u(x, t; , *, g* } (&1))=u(x+c*, t&1; ,*, g*)
for x # R and t1, and hence
ux(x, t; , *, g* } (&1))=ux(x+c*, t&1; ,*, g*)
for x # R and t1. Then by the maximum principle and (H2), we must
have ux(x, 1; , *, g* } (&1))=,x*(x+c*)>0 for x # R, in particular,
ux(x*&c*, 1; , *, g* } (&1))=,x*(x*)>0. (5.11)
But by (5.7), (5.8) and the fact that ,xx(x, t) is bounded for x, t # R, we
have ,x*(x*)=0, a contradiction. Therefore, (5.6) holds for t0 and x # R
with |x&!0(t)|M. Since ,x(x, t) is almost automorphic in t uniformly
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for x # R, we must have that (5.6) holds for t # R and x # R with |x&!0(t)|
M, which together with (5.4) implies that
ux(x, t; u0 , g)=,x(!0(t)+x&!(t; u0 , g), t):(M )
for t # R and x # R with |x&!(t; u0 , g)|M. Therefore, u(x, t) satisfies
(H3) for t # R.
Finally, we prove that U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , g), t; u0 , g) is almost
automorphic in t uniformly with respect to x # R. By (5.5), U(x, t)=
,(x+!0(t), t). It is then suffice to prove that !0(t) is almost automorphic.
By (5.1), (5.6), and the almost automorphy of ,x(x, t), !0t (t)=u
g
0t (t)
,x(0, t) is almost automorphic. Then by the boundedness of !0(t) and
Lemma 2.2, !0(t) is almost automorphic.
(2) Let ,(x, t)=U(x, t), c(t)=&!(t; u0 , g). Then
u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t). (5.12)
It is suffice to prove that c$(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) in
t. By Remark 3.1, ,(x, t), ,x(x, t), ,xx(x, t), and ,xxx(x, t) are bounded
for x, t # R. Then by Lemma 2.2(2), ,x(x, t) and ,xx(x, t) are almost
automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect to x # R. Note
that
u(&c(t), t; u0 , g)=u g0(t). (5.13)
Hence c(t) is differentiable, and
c$(t)=
D,xx(x+c(t), t)+ g(,(x+c(t), t), t)&,t (x+c(t), t)
,x(x+c(t), t)
for any x # R. Let x=&c(t). By (5.12) and (5.13), we have ,t (0, t; g)=
u g0t (t), and hence
c$(t)=
D,xx(0, t; g)+ g(,(0, t; g), t)&u g0t (t)
,x(0, t; g)
. (5.14)
It then follows that c$(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic). There-
fore, u(x, t)=,(x+c(t), t; g) is an almost automorphic (almost periodic)
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g . K
Next theorem concerns the convergence of wave-like solutions to almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions.
Theorem 5.2. (1) Suppose that u=u(x, t; u0 , g) is a wave-like solution
of (1.3)g and 6t : X(u0 , g)  X(u0 , g) is the associated compact dynamical
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system. Then u(x, t; u0 , g) converges to almost automorphic (almost
periodic) traveling wave solutions iff X(u0 , g) contains an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) minimal set. Indeed, if E/X(u0 , g) is almost
automorphic (almost periodic) minimal, then for any almost automorphic
(almost periodic) point (U0 , g0) # E, u=u(x, t; U0 , g0) is an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 .
(2) If u=u(x, t; ug , g) is a wave-like solution, then H0( f )=
[g0 # H( f ) : *(P&1(g0) & X(ug , g))=1] is residual and for any (U0 , g0) #
X(ug , g) with g0 # H0( f ), u(x, t; U0 , g0) is a critical almost automorphic
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 . Moreover, M (,
g(x, } )), M (c$g( } ))/M ( f ),
where , g0(x, t)=u(x+!(t; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0) and cg0(t)=&!(t; U0 , g0).
(3) Critical almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave
solutions of (1.3)g (if exist) are unique up to phase shifts.
Proof. (1) Suppose that there is (U0 , g0) # X(u0 , g) such that u=
u(x, t; U0 , g0) is an almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave
solution of (1.3)g . Then by Theorem 5.1, U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; U0 , g0), t;
U0 , g0) is almost automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect
to x # R. This implies that (U0 , g0) is an almost automorphic (almost
periodic) point of X(u0 , g) and hence E=cl[6t (U0 , g0) : t # R] is an
almost automorphic (almost periodic) minimal subset of X(u0 , g).
Conversely, suppose that E/X(u0 , g) is almost automorphic (almost
periodic) minimal. Let (U0 , g0) # E be an almost automorphic (almost
periodic) point. Then by (4.19), U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0) is
almost automorphic (almost periodic) in t uniformly with respect to x # R.
Hence, by Theorem 5.1, u(x, t) is an almost automorphic (almost periodic)
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 with wave profile ,(x, t)=u(x+!
(t; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0) and wave speed c$(t)=&!t (t; U0 , g0).
(2) By Theorem 4.1, u(x, t)=u(x, t; ug , g) is a critical wave-like
solution of (1.3)g , and by Theorem 4.5, X(u g, g) is an almost 1-cover of
H( f ). Let H0( f )=[g0 # H( f ) : P&1(g0) & X(ug , g) is a singleton]. Then
by Remark 2.3 and Lemmas 2.3, 2.5, H0( f ) is a residual subset of H( f ),
and any (U0 , g0) # X with g0 # H0( f ) is an almost automorphic point. By
(1), u(x, t; U0 , g0) is an almost automorphic traveling wave solution of
(1.3)g0 with wave profile ,
g0(x, t)=u(x+!(t; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0) and wave
speed c$g0(t)=&!t (t; U0 , g0). Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, M (,
g0(x, } ))/
M ( f ). Then by (5.14), M (c$g0( } ))/M ( f ). It remains to show that
u(x, t; U0 , g0) is critical. Suppose that u=u(x, t; u* , g0) is any other
almost automorphic traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 . Without loss of
generality, we may assume that u
*
(0)=u g00 (0). Let (U, g) # X(u* , g0) andtn   be such that g } tn  g0 and u(x+!(tn ; U, g), tn ; U, g)  u*(x).
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Note that u(x+!(tn ; ug , g), tn ; ug , g)  U0(x). By similar arguments to
(4.5), for any t # R and u g0&(t)<v<u
g0
+(t),
u(x+!(t+tn , v; U, g), t+tn ; U, g)  u(x+!(t, v; u* , g0), t; u*, g0)
and
u(x+!(t+tn , v; ug , g), t+tn ; ug , g)  u(x+!(t, v; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0)
uniformly in x # R. Then by Lemma 3.5, for any t # R and u g0&(t)<v<
u g0+(t),
ux(!(t, v; U0 , g0), t; U0 , g0)ux(!(t, v; u* , g0), t; u* , g0),
that is, u(x, t; U0 , g0) is a critical almost automorphic traveling wave
solution.
(3) This follows from Lemma 3.6. K
Corollary 5.3. If (1.1) has a wave-like solution, then there is a residual
subset H0( f )/H( f ) such that for any g0 # H0( f ), (1.3)g0 has a critical
almost automorphic traveling wave solution u=, g0(x+cg0(t), t). Moreover,
M (, g0(x, } )), M (c$g0( } ))/M ( f ).
Proof. Suppose that (1.1) has a wave-like solution. By Theorem 4.1,
u(x, t; uf , f ) is a critical wave-like solution. The corollary then follows from
Theorem 5.2(2).
Remark 5.2. (1) If u(x, t; u
*
, g0) is a critical almost automorphic
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 resulted from the limit of a critical wave-
like solution, then by Theorem 4.5(2),
u(x+!(tn ; ug0 , g0), tn ; ug0 , g0)&u(x+!(tn ; u* , g0), tn ; u* , g0)  0
for any tn   such that g0 } tn  g* # H0( f ), where H0( f ) is as in
Theorem 5.2(2).
(2) If u(x, t; u
*
, g0) in (1) is almost periodic, then by Lemma 2.5 and
Theorem 4.5,
u(x+!(t; ug0 , g0), t; ug0 , g0)&u(x+!(t; u* , g0), t; u*, g0)  0
as t  . Moreover, (1.3)g has a critical almost periodic traveling wave
solution for any g # H( f ).
(3) If f (u, t+T )= f (u, t), then by Lemma 2.1, any critical almost
automorphic traveling wave solution is actually periodic with period T.
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The following theorem compares the propagating speeds of almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that u(x, t; u1 , g)=,1(x+c1(t), t) and u(x, t;
u2 , g)=,2(x+c2(t), t) are two almost automorphic traveling wave solutions
of (1.3)g satisfying that
u(x+!(t0 , v; u2 , g), t0 ; u2 , g) {u(x+!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g),u(x+!(t0 , v; u1 , g), t0 ; u1 , g),
x>0
x<0
for some t0 # R and any v # R with u g&(t0)<v<u
g
+(t0).
(1) If f satisfies (A4) in Subsection 2.3, then there is a constant C such
that
c1(t)c2(t)+C (5.15)
for tt0 .
(2) If f satisfies (A5) in Subsection 2.3, then there is a constant C such
that
c1(t)c2(t)+C
for tt0 .
Proof. (1) By Theorem 4.2, there is a constant C such that
!(t; u2 , g)!(t; u1 , g)+C for tt0 .
Let !1, 2(t) be such that ,1, 2(!1, 2(t), t)=u g0(t). By (5.4), !(t; u1, 2 , g)=
&c1, 2(t)+!1, 2(t). Hence,
&c2(t)+!2(t)&c1(t)+!1(t)+C ,
that is,
c1(t)c2(t)+!1(t)&!2(t)+C for tt0 .
Since !1(t) and !2(t) are bounded for t # R, there is C such that
c1(t)c2(t)+C for tt0 .
(2) This can be proved by arguments similar to those in (1).
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Corollary 5.5. Suppose that (1.3)g has a critical almost automorphic
traveling wave solution u(x, t)=u(x, t; u
*
, g)=,
*
(x+c
*
(t), t).
(1) If f satisfies (A4), then for any almost automorphic traveling wave
solution u(x, t; u0 , g)=,(x+c(t), t), there is a constant C such that
c(t)c
*
(t)+C
for t>0.
(2) If f satisfies (A5), then for any almost automorphic traveling wave
solution u(x, t; u0 , g)=,(x+c(t), t), there is a constant C such that
c(t)c
*
(t)+C
for t>0.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.4 with u1=u0 and u2=u*. K
Remark 5.3. (1) If c1(t) and c2(t) satisfy (5.15), then
lim inf
T  
1
T |
T
0
c$1(t) dt \lim supT  
1
T |
T
0
c$1(t) dt+
lim inf
T  
1
T |
T
0
c$2(t) dt \lim supT  
1
T |
T
0
c$2(t) dt+ .
Hence, when u=u f+(t) is stable (i.e., f satisfies (A4)), relatively, an almost
automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t; u0 , g) of (1.3)g propagates
faster than any other one which is steeper than u(x, t; u0 , g) in average
sense. In particular, any almost automorphic traveling wave solution of
(1.3)g propagates faster than a critical one in average sense. Similarly, if
u=u f&(t) is stable, relatively, any almost automorphic traveling wave
solution of (1.3)g propagates slower than a critical one in average sense.
(2) If both u=u f&(t) and u=u
f
+(t) are stable, and (1.3)g has a
critical almost automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=,*(x+c
*
(t), t),
then for any almost automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
,(x+c(t), t) of (1.3)g , there is a bounded function !(t) such that
c(t)=c
*
(t)+!(t) for t>0. (5.16)
It then follows that
1
T |
T
0
c$(t) dt=
1
T |
T
0
c$
*
(t) dt+
1
T |
T
0
!$(t) dt.
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Since 1T 
T
0 !$(t) dt  0 as T  , in average sense, the wave speed of almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions are unique. Note that !$(t)=c$(t)&
c$
*
(t) is almost automorphic. By Lemma 2.2, !(t) in (5.16) is indeed almost
automorphic.
We end up this section by making some comparison between the
compact dynamical system associated to a wave-like solution and moving
coordinates. Observe that the compact dynamical system associated to a
wave-like solution describes the limit behaviors of the profile of the
solution. It plays a role similar to that played by traditional moving coor-
dinates. Indeed, the compact dynamical system associated to a time inde-
pendent traveling wave solution consists of a single point, that associated
to a periodic traveling wave solution is periodic minimal, and that
associated to an almost automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave
solution is almost automorphic (almost periodic) minimal. On the other
hand, suppose that u(x, t; u0 , f ) is a wave-like solution of (1.1), and
U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , f ), t; u0 , f ) is its profile. We may introduce z=
x&!(t; u0 , f ) as a moving coordinate and v(z, t)=u(z+!(t; u0 , f ), t) as
new state variable. Then (1.1) becomes
vt=vzz+!t (t; u0 , f ) vz+ f (v, t), (5.17)
and v=U(z, t) is a standing wave-like solution of (5.17). Clearly, an almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solution turns out to be an
almost automorphic (almost periodic) standing wave solution in its
associated moving coordinate.
We note that in constructing the compact dynamical system associated
to a wave-like solution u(x, t; u0 , f ) of (1.1), one needs to investigate the
limits of the profile function U(x, t)=u(x+!(t; u0 , f ), t; u0 , f ). To study
the long time behavior of the profile U(x, t) by (5.17), one additional
difficulty arises, that is, one also needs to investigate the limits of the
propagating speed &!t (t; u0 , f ) explicitly. However, if the limit behavior
of !t (t; u0 , f ) is clear to some extent, we may study the long time behavior
of a wave-like solution in an appropriate moving coordinate. For example,
if !(t; u0 , f )+ct=O(1) for some constant c, then we may introduce
z=x+ct as a moving coordinat and v(z, t)=u(z&ct, t) as new state
variable. Then (1.1) becomes
vt=vzz&cvz+ f (v, t). (5.18)
Let
X (u0 , f )=[(V, g): _tn   such that v(z, tn ; u0 , f )  V(z), f } tn  g],
(5.19)
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and
6 t : X (u0 , f )  X (u0 , f ), 6 t (U, g)=(v(z, t; V, g), g } t), (5.20)
where v(z, t; u0 , f )=u(z&ct, t; u0 , f ) and v(z, t; V, g) is the solution of
vt=vzz&cvz+ g(v, t) (5.21)g
with v(z, 0; V, g)=v(z). By standard theory for parabolic equations, X (u0 , f )
is compact and 6 t : X (u0 , f )  X (u0 , f ) is a flow. Moreover, we have
Theorem 5.6. If E /X (u0 , f ) is an almost automorphic (almost
periodic) minimal set, then v(z, t; V0 , g0) is an almost automorphic (almost
periodic) standing wave solution of (5.21)g0 connecting u
g0
\(t), and hence
u(x, t)=v(x+ct, t; V0 , g0) is an almost automorphic (almost periodic)
traveling wave solution of (1.3)g0 connecting u
g0
\(t), where (V0 , g0) is an
almost automorphic (almost periodic) point of E .
Observe that to apply the approach and theory developed above, one
needs to show the existence of a wave-like solution. As mentioned in the
Introduction, the latter may be carried out by employing various properties
of parabolic equations and special properties of the nonlinearity f. For
example, in [42], by repeatedly utilizing comparison principle, the author
showed the existence of wave-like solutions when f is of bistable type. In
next two sections, we shall study the stability, uniqueness, and almost
periodicity of almost automorphic traveling wave solutions in multi-stable
almost periodic equations, and consider the existence of wave-like solutions
and almost automorphic traveling wave solutions in almost periodic equations
with some KPP type nonlinearity, respectively.
6. ALMOST PERIODIC EQUATIONS OF MULTI-STABLE TYPE
In this section, we consider (1.1) and assume (A1)(A5). Hence (1.1) is
of multi-stable type and by Corollary 5.5, the wave speeds of almost
automorphic traveling wave solutions of (1.3)g (if exist) are unique in the
average sense (see Remark 5.3(2)). In the following, we shall prove the
stability, uniqueness, and almost periodicity of such traveling wave
solutions (if exist). The following is the main result of the section.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that (1.1) is multi-stable. Then
(1) (Stability) If u=u g(x, t) is an almost automorphic traveling
wave solution of (1.3)g , then it is uniformly and asymptotically stable, that
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is, for any =>0, there is $>0 such that for any solution u(x, t) of (1.3)g with
supx # R |u(x, {)&u g(x, {)|<$ for some { # R, there hold
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u g(x, t)|<= for t>{ (6.1)
and
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u g(x+!0 , t)|  0 exponentially as t   (6.2)
for some !0 # R.
(2) (Uniqueness) If u1, 2(x, t)=,1, 2(x+c1, 2(t), t) are two almost
automorphic (almost periodic) traveling wave solutions of (1.3)g , then there
exists a C1 almost automorphic (almost periodic) function !(t) such that
,2(x, t)=,1(x+!(t), t) (6.3)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t) (6.4)
for t # R.
(3) (Almost periodicity) If (1.3)g has an almost automorphic traveling
wave solution u=u g(x, t) for some g # H( f ), then it is indeed an almost
periodic one, and hence (1.3)g~ has a unique stable almost periodic traveling
wave solution for each g~ # H( f ).
Note that in [41], we have proved the stability and uniqueness of almost
periodic traveling wave solutions of (1.1) when f is of bistable type.
Theorem 6.1(1) and (2) above extend the results in [41], and can be
proved by arguments similar to those in [41]. For the reader’s
convenience, we summarize the proof here.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem
for the case that g= f. First of all, we have the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.2. Let u f (x, t) be an almost automorphic traveling wave
solution of (1.1). Then there are ;1>0, $1>0, and _1>0 such that for any
$ # (0, $1), !0 # R, and { # R, w+(x, t) and w&(x, t) are super- and sub-solutions
of (1.1) on [{, ), respectively, where
w\(x, t)=u f (x+!0\_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)), t)\$e&;1(t&{) (6.5)
(x # R, t # [{, )).
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Lemma 6.3. Let u f (x, t) be an almost automorphic traveling wave
solution of (1.1). Then there is =*>0 such that, if u(x, t) is a solution of
(1.1), and for some { # R, ! # R, $ # (0, $12 ], h>0, there holds
u f (x+!, {)&$u(x, {)u f (x+!+h, {)+$, x # R, (6.6)
then for every t{+1, there exist ! (t), $ (t), h (t) satisfying
! (t) # [!&_1$, !+h+_1$], (6.7)
$ (t)e&;1(t&{&1)[$+=* min[h, 1]], (6.8)
h (t)[h&_1=* min[h, 1]]+2_1$ (6.9)
such that (6.6) holds with {, !, $, and h replaced by t({+1), ! (t), $ (t), and
h (t), respectively, where ;1 , $1 , and _1 are as in Lemma 6.2.
Next, we prove the theorem by applying the above two lemmas.
(1) Suppose u=u f (x, t) is an almost automorphic traveling wave
solution of (1.1).
First, we prove (6.1). Clearly, for any =>0, there is h>0 such that
|u f (x+h, t)&u f (x, t)|
=
2
(6.10)
for any x # R and t # R. Let ;1 , $1 , and _1 be as in Lemma 6.2, and for
given =>0, let $<$1 be such that $< =2 , _1$<h. Suppose that u=u(x, t)
is a solution of (1.1) with
|u(x, {)&u f (x, {)|<$
for x # R and some { # R. Then by Lemma 6.2 and the comparison principle
for parabolic equations, we have
u f (x&_1$(1&e&;1(t&{)), t)&$e&;1 (t&{)
u(x, t)u f (x+_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)), t)+$e&;1 (t&{) (6.11)
for x # R and t>{. It then follows from (6.10) that
u f (x, t)&=u(x, t)u f (x, t)+=
for x # R and t>{. Therefore,
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u f (x, t)|<= for t>{,
that is, (6.1) holds.
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We then prove (6.2). Let =* be as in Lemma 6.3, $*=min[ $12 ,
=*
4 ], &*=
_1 =*&2_1$*
_1=*
2 >0, and fix t*2 such that
e&;1 (t*&1) _1+ =*$*&1&&*.
Let 0<$<$1 and u=u(x, t) be a solution of (1.1) with
|u(x, {)&u f (x, {)|<$
for x # R and some { # R. By (6.11), we may assume that
u f (x+!0 , T)&$*u(x, T )u f (x+!0+h, T )+$* (6.12)
for x # R and some T>{, !0 # R. Moreover, by Lemma 6.3, we may assume
that h in (6.12) satisfies 0<h1. For otherwise, let N>0 be such that
0h&N&*1. By Lemma 6.3,
u f (x+! (t), t+T )&$ (t)u(x, t+T )u f (x+! (t)+h (t), t+T )+$ (t)
for x # R and t1, where
! (t) # [!0&_1$*, !0+_1$*+h],
$ (t)e&;1 (t&1)[$*+=* min[h, 1]]=e&;1 (t&1)($*+=*),
h (t)[h&_1=* min[h, 1]]+2_1 $*=h&&*.
It then follows that
u f (x+!1 , t*+T )&$1*u(x, t*+T )u f (x+!1+h1 , t*+T)+$1*
for x # R, where !1=! (t*), $1*e&;1 (t*&1)($*+=*)(1&&*) $*, and h1
h&&*. By Lemma 6.3 again, we have
u f (x+!2 , 2t*+T )&$ 2*u(x, 2t*+T)u f (x+!2+h2 , 2t*+T )+$2*
for x # R, where !2 # [!1&_1$ 1*, !1+_1 $ 1*+h1], $ 2*(1&&*)2 $*, and
h2h&2&*. Continuing in this way, we obtain that
u f (x+!N , Nt*+T )&$*Nu(x, Nt*+T)u f (x+!N+hN , Nt*+T )+$*N
for x # R, where !N # [!N&1&_1$*N&1 , !N&1+_1$*N&1+hN&1], $*N
(1&&*)N $*, and hNh&N&*1, that is, (6.12) holds with !0 , $*, h, and
T being replaced by !N , $*N , hN , and TN=Nt*+T, where 0hN1.
Therefore, we may assume at the beginning that (6.12) holds for some
0<h1.
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Now, let Tk=kt*, $k*=(1&&*)k $*, hk=(1&&*)k. We claim that there
holds
u f (x+!k , Tk+T )&$k*u(x, Tk+T )u f (x+!k+hk , Tk+T )+$k*
(6.13)
for x # R and k=0, 1, 2, ..., where
!k # [!k&1&_1$*k&1 , !k&1+_1$*k&1+hk&1], k1.
In fact, for k=0, (6.13) coincides with (6.12), and for k=1, it follows from
Lemma 6.3. Now suppose that for k=l, (6.13) holds. Then for k=l+1, by
Lemma 6.3, we have that (6.13) holds for
!l+1 # [!l&_1$ l*, !l+_1$ l*+hl],
$*l+1e&;1 (t*&1)($ l*+=*hl)(1&&*) l+1$*,
hl+1hl&_1=*h l+2_1$l*=(1&&*) l+1.
By induction, we have (6.13) holds for k=0, 1, 2, ... .
Define
$(t)=$k*, !(t)=!k&_1 $k*, h(t)=hk+2_1 $k*
for t # [Tk+T, Tk+1+T], k=0, 1, 2, ... . By (6.13) and Lemma 6.2, we
have
u f (x+!(t), t)&$(t)u(x, t; u0 , {)u f (x+!(t)+h(t), t)+$(t)
for x # R and tT. Clearly, $(t)  0, h(t)  0, and !(t)  !() exponentially
as t  , which implies that
sup
x # R
|u(x, t)&u f (x+!(), t)|  0
exponentially as t  . Therefore, (6.2) holds with !0=!().
(2) By (1), we have that
sup
x # R
|,2(x, t)&,1(x+c1(t)&c2(t)+! 0 , t)|  0 as t   (6.14)
for some ! 0 # R. By ,1, 2(\, t)=u f\ (t), c1(t)&c2(t) is bounded for t # R,
and hence, by the almost automorphy (almost periodicity) of c$1(t)&c$2(t)
and Lemma 2.2(1), c1(t)&c2(t) is almost automorphic (almost periodic).
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Now by the almost automorphy (almost periodicity) of ,1, 2(x, t), there is
tn   such that
,1, 2(x, tn)  ,1, 2(x, 0) (6.15)
as n   uniformly in x # R. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that c1(tn)&c2(tn)  c* as n  . By (6.14) and (6.15), we have ,2(x, 0)=
,1(x+!0 , 0), where !0=c*+! 0 . This implies that u2(x, 0)=u1(x+!0+
c2(0)&c1(0), 0). Therefore, u2(x, t)=u1(x+!0+c2(0)&c1(0), t), and then
,1(x, t)=,2(x+!(t), t)
for x, t # R, and
c$2(t)=c$1(t)&!$(t)
for t # R, where !(t)=c2(t)&c1(t)+c1(0)&c2(0)&!0 . Since c1(t)&c2(t)
and c$1(t)&c$2(t) are almost automorphic (almost periodic), !(t) is a C1
almost automorphic (almost periodic) function.
(3) It is suffice to prove that X(u*, f ) is a 1-cover of H( f ), where
u*(x)=u f (x, 0). Suppose that there is g0 # H( f ) such that P&1(g0) &
X(u*, f ) is not a singleton. Let (u0 , g0), (u1 , g0) # X(u*, f ). By Theorem
4.5 and (2) above, X(u*, f ) is an almost 1-cover of H( f ), and hence there
is sn  & such that d(6sn(u0 , g0), 6sn(u1 , g0))  0 as n  . Let =~ 0=
supx # R |u0(x)&u1(x)| and $ 0>0 be such that
sup
x # R
|u1(x+$)&u1(x)|<
=~ 0
2
(6.16)
for any |$|$ 0 . Let =^0<
=~ 0
2 be such that
if |u1(!)&u g00 (0)|<=^0 , then |!|$ 0 . (6.17)
By (1) above and [35], for any =>0, there is $(=)>0 such that for any
(u~ 0 , g~ 0), (u~ 1 , g~ 0) # X(u*, f ) with &u~ 0( } )&u~ 1( } )&<$(=), there holds
sup
x # R
|u(x, t; u~ 0 , g~ 0)&u(x, t; u~ 1 , g~ 0)|<= for t>0. (6.18)
Let n>1 such that
sup
x # R
|u(x+!(sn ; u0 , g0), sn ; u0 , g0)&u(x+!(sn ; u1 , g0), sn ; u1 , g0)|<$( =^0).
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Then by (6.18),
sup
x # R
|u0(x)&u1(x+!(sn ; u1 , g0)&!(sn ; u0 , g0))|< =^0 <
=~ 0
2
, (6.19)
and hence, by (6.17),
|!(sn ; u1 , g0)&!(sn ; u0 , g0)|<$ 0 .
It then follows from (6.16) that
sup
x # R
|u1(x)&u1(x+!(sn ; u1 , g0)&!(sn ; u0 , g0))|<
=~ 0
2
. (6.20)
By (6.19) and (6.20), we have
sup
x # R
|u0(x)&u1(x)|<=~ 0=sup
x # R
|u0(x)&u1(x)|,
a contradiction.
Hence, X(u*, f ) is a 1-cover of H( f ), and then is almost periodic
minimal. By Theorem 5.2, u=u f (x, t) is indeed an almost periodic traveling
wave solution of (1.1), which implies that (1.3)g has a unique stable almost
periodic traveling wave solution for each g # H( f ).
Now, to complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to prove Lemmas
6.2 and 6.3.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We prove that w+(x, t) is a super-solution of
(1.1) on [{, ). It can be proved similarly that w&(x, t) is a sub-solution
of (1.1) on [{, ).
First, by direct computation, we have
w+t (x, t)&Dw
+
xx(x, t)& f (w
+(x, t), t)
=[u fx(!+(x, t), t) _1 ;1&;1& fu(u*(x, t), t)] $e
&;1 (t&{)
for x # R and t{, where !+(x, t)=x+!0+_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)), and u*(x, t)
is between u f (!+(x, t), t) and w+(x, t).
Next, let $0 be as in (A4)(A5), and
;1=inf[& fu(u, t) : u # I&(t) _ I+(t), t # R], (6.21)
where
I\(t)=[u f\ (t)&$0 , u
f
\ (t)+$0].
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Let m( } ), :( } ) be as (H2) and (H3) satisfied by u=u f (x, t) for t # R, and
$1= 12 $0 . (6.22)
Let u*(x)=u f (x, 0). Then, by (H2), for any t{, x # R with |!+(x, t)&
!(t; u*, f )|m($1), and any 0<$<$1 , we have u*(x, t) # I\(t), and hence
;1<& fu(u*(x, t), t), which implies that
w+t (x, t)&Dw
+
xx(x, t)& f (w
+(x, t), t)0. (6.23)
By (H3), for any t{ and x # R with |!+(x, t)&!(t; u*, f )|<m($1), there
holds
u fx(!+(x, t), t):(m($1)).
Let
_1=
;1+}
:(m($1)) ;1
, (6.24)
where
}=sup[ fu(u, t) : u # [u f&(t)&$0 , u
f
+(t)+$0], t # R].
Then for t{, x # R with |!+(x, t)&!(t; u*, f )|<m($1), and any 0<$<
$1 , (6.23) also holds.
Therefore, for ;1 , $1 , and _1 given by (6.21), (6.22), and (6.24)
respectively, w+(x, t) is a super-solution of (1.1) on [{, ) for any
$ # (0, $1], !0 # R, and { # R. Lemma 6.2 is thus proved.
To prove Lemma 6.3, we need the following comparison lemma.
Lemma 6.4. There is a function %(J, t) (0<%(J, t)1) with %(J, t) being
nonincreasing in J such that for any super-solution u1(x, t) and sub-solution
u2(x, t) of (1.1) on an interval I satisfying that u1(x, {)u2(x, {) for x # R
and some { # I, and that |u1(x, t)|, |u2(x, t)|K0=sups # R [ |u f&(s)|+1,
|u f+(s)|+1] for x # R and t # I, the following holds,
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I & ({, ).
Proof of Lemma 6.4. Let v(x, t)=u1(x, t)&u2(x, t). Then v(x, t) satisfies
vt (x, t)Dvxx(x, t)+ f (u1(x, t), t)& f (u2(x, t), t)
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for x # R and t # I. By the comparison principle for parabolic equations,
v(x, t)0 for x # R and t # I & ({, ). Hence,
vt (x, t)Dvxx(x, t)&Mv(x, t)
for x # R and t # I & ({, ), where M=sup |u|2K0 , t # R | fu(u, t)|. Define
v~ (x, t)=exp(M(t&{)) v(x, t). Then,
v~ t (x, t)Dv~ xx(x, t) (6.25)
for x # R and t # I & ({, ). Note that
w(x, t)=|
R
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy
is the solution of
wt (x, t)=Dwxx(x, t) (6.26)
with w(x, {)=v~ (x, {)(=v(x, {)=u1(x, {)&u2(x, {)). By the comparison
principle for parabolic equations again, we have
v~ (x, t)w(x, t)
for x # R and t # I & ({, ). Hence
u1(x, t)&u2(x, t)
=exp(&M(t&{)) v~ (x, t)
exp(&M(t&{)) |
z+1
z
1
- 4?D(t&{)
exp \& (x& y)
2
4D(t&{)+ v~ ( y, {) dy
%(J, t&{) |
z+1
z
(u1( y, {)&u2( y, {)) dy
for x # R with |x&z|J and t # I & ({, ), where
%(J, t&{)=min {exp(&M(t&{)) 1- 4?D(t&{) exp \&
(J+1)2
4D(t&{)+ , 1= .
The lemma is thus proved.
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Proof of Lemma 6.3. By Lemma 6.2 and the comparison principle for
parabolic equations,
u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1 (t&{)u(x, t)u f (!+(x, t)+h, t)+$e&;1 (t&{)
(6.27)
for t>{ and x # R, where !\(x, t)=x+!\_1$(1&e&;1 (t&{)).
Let u*(x)=u f (x, 0),
h =min[h, 1],
and
= = 12 min[u
f
x(x, t) : t # R, |x&!(t; u*, f )|2].
Then
|
!(t; u*, f )+1
!(t; u*, f )
[u f ( y+h , t)&u f ( y, t)] dy2= h
for any t # R. Hence, we must have
|
!({; u*, f )+1
!({; u*, f )
[u( y&!, {)&u f ( y, {)] dy= h , (6.28)
or
|
!({; u*, f )+1
!({; u*, f )
[u f ( y+h , {)&u( y&!, {)] dy= h . (6.29)
We prove the lemma for the case that (6.28) holds. The other case can
be proved similarly.
By (H2) and (H3), lim |x|   u fx(x+!(t&1; u*, f ), t)=0 uniformly for
t # R. Hence, there is M>0 such that
2_1u fx(x, t)1 (6.30)
for t # R and x # R with |x&!(t&1; u*, f )|M&_1&1. Define =* by
=*=min {$12 ,
1
2_1
, min
|x&!(t&1; u*, f )|M+1+_1 , t # R
%*=
2_1u fx(x, t)= , (6.31)
where %*=%(M, 1). Then for x # R with |x+!&!({; u*, f )|M, we have
u f (!&(x, {+1), {+1)&u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1=*h , {+1) &%*= h .
(6.32)
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By Lemma 6.4 and (6.28), there holds
u(x, t)&[u f (!&(x, t), t)&$e&;1 (t&{)]
%(M, t&{) |
!({; u*, f )+1
!({; u*, f )
[u( y&!, {)&u f ( y, {)] dy
%(M, t&{) = h ,
for x # R with |x+!&!({; u*, f )|M and t>{. This together with (6.32)
implies that
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&$e&;1 (6.33)
for x # R with |x+!&!({; u*, f )|M. By (6.30), for x # R with
|x+!&!({; u*, f )|M, there holds
u f (!&(x, {+1), {+1)&$e&;1
u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1=*h , {+1)&($e&;1+=*h ).
Hence by (6.27), there holds
u(x, {+1)u f (!&(x, {+1)+2_1 =*h , {+1)&($e&;1+=*h ) (6.34)
for x # R with |x+!&!({; u*, f )|M.
It then follows from (6.27), (6.33), (6.34), and Lemma 6.2 that
u f (x+! (t), t)&$ (t)u(x, t)u f (x+! (t)+h (t), t)+$ (t),
for x # R and t{+1, where ! (t)=!&_1$+_1=*h , h (t)=h&_1 =*h +
2_1$, and $ (t)=($e&;1+=*h ) e&;1(t&{&1). Therefore, the lemma holds.
7. ALMOST PERIODIC EQUATIONS OF KPP TYPE
In this section, we consider (1.1) and assume (A1), (A2), and the follow-
ing KPP type condition.
(A6) There is an almost periodic function a(t) with a(t)a0>0 for
t # R such that f (0, t)= f (a(t), t)=0, f (u, t)>0 for u # (0, a(t)), and
fu(0, t)=:, fu(u, t)&; for ua0 and some :, ;>0.
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Remark 7.1. By (A6), (1.2) has two almost periodic solutions u=u f\ (t)
with u f&(t)#0 and a0mint # R a(t)u
f
+(t)maxt # R a(t). Hence, f satisfies
(A3). Moreover, f also satisfies (A4).
When f (u, t)= f (u) is time independent, (1.1) was introduced by Fisher
[22] to model the spread of advantageous genetic traits in a population,
and a mathematical treatment was given in the celebrated article by
Kolmogorov et al. [30]. Since [30], quite a few authors have contributed
to the study of (1.1) (see [3], [28], [32], [45], etc.). Among others, the
following has been proved.
Lemma 7.1. Suppose that f (u, t)= f (u), f (0)= f (a0)=0, f $(0)>0,
f $(a0)<0, and f (u)>0 on u # (0, a0) for some a0>0. Then there is c0>0
such that for any cc0 , (1.1) has a monotone traveling wave solution
u(x, t)=,c(x+ct) with ,(&)=0 and ,(+)=a0 . Moreover,
,c(x)
ebcx
 :c>0 as x  &
for some :c>0, where c>c0 and bc=c&- c2&4f $(0)2, and
u(x+!(t), t; u0 , f )  ,c0(x) as t  ,
where
u0(x)={a0 ,0,
x0
x<0
and u(!(t), t; u0 , f )=,c0(0).
Proof. See [45]. K
When f is periodic in t, f (u, t+T)= f (u, t), Weinberger in [49] proved
that there is c0 such that for any cc0 , (1.1) has a periodic traveling wave
solution connecting u f&(t) and u
f
+(t).
We shall prove similar results to Lemma 7.1 when f is almost periodic
and satisfies (A1), (A2), and (A6). First of all, we have
Lemma 7.2. There are constants am , aM with 0<ammint # R a(t)
maxt # R a(t)aM , and functions f m(u) and f M (u) with f m(0)= f M (0)=0,
f mu (0)= f
M
u (0)=:, f
m(am)= f M (aM)=0, f mu (am), f
M
u (aM)<0, and f
m(u)
>0 ( f M (u)>0) for u # (0, am) (u # (0, aM)), such that f m(u) f (u, t)
f M (u) for t # R and u # [0, aM].
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Proof. By Taylor expansion,
f (u, t)=:u+
fuu(0, t)
2
u2+o(u2)
uniformly for t # R. Let :m and :M be two real numbers such that
:m<min
fuu(0, t)
2
max
fuu(0, t)
2
<:M .
Then, when 0<u<<1,
:u+:mu2< f (u, t)<:u+:M u2 for t # R. (7.1)
It is clear that there are am , aM , f m and f M satisfy the conditions in the
lemma and
f m(u)=:u+:mu2, f M (u)=:u+:Mu2 for 0<u<<1,
f m(u) f (u, t) f M (u) for t # R, u # [0, aM]. K
Let f m(u) and f M (u) be as in Lemma 7.2. Consider
ut=uxx+ f m(u) (7.2)m
and
ut=uxx+ f M (u). (7.2)M
By Lemma 7.1, there are cm>0 and cM>0 such that for any ccm
(ccM), (7.2)m ((7.2)M) has a monotone traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
,m, c(x+ct) (u(x, t)=,M, c(x+ct)) with ,m, c(&)=0, ,m, c()=am
(,M, c(&)=0, ,M, c()=aM). Introduce moving coordinate z=x+ct
and let v(z, t)=u(x&ct). Then (7.2)m and (7.2)M become
vt=vzz&cvz+ f m(z) (7.3)m
and
vt=vzz&cvz+ f M (v). (7.3)M
Hence, for any ccm (ccM), (7.3)m ((7.3)M) has a monotone stationary
solution v(z, t)=,m, c(z) (v(z, t)=,M, c(z)). In terms of the moving
coordinate z=x+ct and new state vaiable v(z, t)=u(z&ct, t), (1.3)g
becomes
vt=vzz&cvz+ g(v, t). (7.4)g
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Similarly, we denote v(z, t; v0 , g) as the solution of (7.4)g with v(z, 0; v0 , g)
=v0(z) for any z # R at which v0 is continuous. Then we have
Lemma 7.3. Let c0=max[cm , cM]. Then for any c>c0 , the following
holds.
(1)
v(z, t; ,m, c , f ),m, c(z), (7.5)m
and
v(z, t; ,M, c , f ),M, c(z) (7.5)M
for any t>0 and z # R;
(2) There is a positive function m( } ) such that for any $>0, there is
T($)>0 such that for any tT($) and |z|m($),
v(z, t; ,m, c , f ), v(z, t; ,M, c , f ) # [0, $] _ [u f+(t)&$, u
f
+(t)+$];
(7.6)
(3) There is a positive function :( } ) such that for any M>0,
vz(z, t; ,m, c , f ), vz(z, t; ,M, c , f ):(M) (7.7)
for t>0 and |z|M.
Proof. (1) It follows from the fact that f m(u) f (u, t) f M (u) and
the comparison principle for parabolic equations.
(2) We prove that v(z, t; ,m, c , f ) satisfies (7.6). First of all,
0v(z, t; ,m, c , f )u f+(t) for t0, z # R. (7.8)
By Lemma 7.1, there is z0>0 such that
,m, c(z),M, c(z+z0).
Hence,
,m, c(z)v(z, t; ,m, c , f ),M, c(z+z0) (7.9)
for any t>0 and z # R.
Next, let f # C2 be such that f (u, t)= f (u, t) for u0 and f (&1, t)=0,
f u(&1, t)<0, f (u, t)<0 for u # (&1, 0). Let :&=&1 and :+=,m, c(0).
Applying Lemma 3.7 with g= f } {, u g&(t)=&1, we have
w&(x, t; {)=v(t; :+ , f } {) ‘(z&Ct)+v(t; :& , f } {)(1&‘(z&Ct))
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is a sub-solution of (7.4)f } { when C>>1. Note that v(t; :+ , f } {)&
u f+(t+{)  0 as t   uniformly for { # R, and there is zc such that
v(z, {; ,m, c , f ),m, c(z)w&(z+zc , 0; {)
for any {0. Hence for any {0,
v(z, t+{; ,m, c , f )w&(z+zc , t; {) (7.10)
for t>0.
Now, for given $>0, let !\(t, $; ,m, c , f ) be such that
v(!&(t, $; ,m, c , f ), t; ,m, c , f )=$,
and
v(!+(t, $; ,m, c , f ), t; ,m, c , f )=u f+(t)&$.
By (7.9), there is M&($)>0 such that !&(t, $; ,m, c , f ) &M&($) for
t0, and by (7.10), there are M+($)>0, T($)>0 such that !+(T+{, $;
,m, c , f )M+($) for any {0. Hence, by (7.8),
v(z, t; ,m, c , f ) # [0, $ ] _ [u f+(t)&$, u
f
+(t)+$ ]
for any tT($) and |z|m($), where m($)=max[M&($), M+($)].
Similarly, we can prove that v(z, t; ,M, c , f ) satisfies (7.6).
(3) This can be proved by arguments similar to those for (5.6). K
Now, by similar arguments to Theorem 4.1, we have
Theorem 7.4. Suppose that V(z)=limn   v(z, tn ; ,m, c , f ) (limn  
v(z, tn ; ,M, c , f )) uniformly in z # R for some tn  . If f } tn  g, then
v(z, t; V, g) is a global standing wave-like solution of (7.4)g connecting ug\(t).
Moreover, let X (,m, c , f ) (X (,M, c , f )) and 6 t be defined as in (5.19) and
(5.20), and let P be as in (4.18). Then
6 t : X (,m, c , f )(X (,M, c , f ))  X (,m, c , f )(X (,M, c , f ))
is a compact flow, P: X (,m, c , f )(X (,M, c , f ))  H( f ) is a flow homo-
morphism, and
Theorem 7.5. Let c0 be as in Lemma 7.3. Then for any c>c0 ,
X (,m, c , f ) and X (,M, c , f ) are almost 1-cover of H( f ), and therefore, there
are residual subsets Hm( f ), HM ( f )/H( f ) such that for any (U0 , g0) #
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X (,m, c , f ) (X (,M, c , f )) with g0 # Hm( f ) (g0 # HM ( f )), v(z, t; U0 , g0) is an
almost automorphic standing wave solution of (7.4)g0 connecting u\
g0(t).
Proof. Let Hm( f ) be the residual invariant subset of H( f ) in
Lemma 2.4 with X=X (,m, c , f ), Y=H( f ), and P as in (4.18). For any
g0 # Hm( f ), take (V1 , g0), (V2 , g0) # X (,m, c , f ). Let tn   be such that
f } tn  g0 , and v(z, tn ; ,m, c , f )  V1(z) uniformly for z # R. By Lemma 2.4,
there are (V n , f ) # X (,m, c , f ) such that v(z, tn ; V n , f )  V2(z) uniformly
for z # R. Since V n(z),m, c(z), we have V2(z)V1(z) for z # R. Similarly,
we have V1(z)V2(z) for z # R. Therefore, V1(z)#V2(z) and X (,m, c , f ) is
an almost 1-cover of H( f ).
By arguments similar to above, X (,M, c , f ) is an almost 1-cover of H( f ).
The theorem then follows from Theorem 5.6. K
Corollary 7.6. Let c0 be as in Lemma 7.3. Then the following holds.
(1) For any c>c0 , there is a residual subset Hc( f )/H( f ) such that
for any g # Hc( f ), (1.3)g has an almost automorphic traveling wave solution
u(x, t)=,c(x+ct, t) connecting u g\(t).
(2) There is a residual subset H
*
( f )/H( f ) such that for any
g # H
*
( f ), (1.3)g has a critical almost automorphic traveling wave solution
u(x, t)=,*(x+c
*
(t), t) connecting u g\(t).
(3) A critical almost automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
,*(x+c
*
(t), t) of (1.3)g (if exists) has minimal propagating speed in the
sense that for any almost automorphic traveling wave solution u(x, t)=
,(x+c(t), t) of (1.3)g , there is a constant C>0 such that
c(t)c
*
(t)+C for t0.
Proof. (1) It follows from Theorem 7.5.
(2) It follows from Corollary 5.3.
(3) It follows from Corollary 5.5. K
We end the paper by remarking that if f is a general KPP type non-
linearity, for example, (1.2) has two almost periodic solution u f&(t) and
u f+(t) with u
f
&(t)<u
f
+(t), fu(u
f
&(t), t)>0, fu(u
f
+(t), t)<0, and (1.2) has no
other almost periodic solutions lying between u f&(t) and u
f
+(t), it remains
open whether (1.1) has a wave-like solution connecting u f\ (t).
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